Chapter Three
Byzantium between Ancient and Modern
1. Ludwig in Italy: From Classical Greece to Byzantium
During his Italian trip of 1817-18 Ludwig spent much of his time in Rome, where
he began a long and fruitful relationship with the resident community of German and
Danish artists. The famous farewell feast they prepared for Ludwig before his return trip
indicates the degree of shared mutual enthusiasm (and the artists’ anticipation of future
commissions).187 In particular Ludwig admired the Brotherhood of St. Luke’s integration
of pious Catholicism and fervent German patriotism, which harmonized with his own
sentiments. Ludwig was already familiar with classical Greek monuments from his first
Italian trip of 1804-05, taken at the conclusion of his university studies.188 At Paestum,
with its temples made famous by Winckelmann, Ludwig exclaimed that ancient Roman
architecture amounted to no more than half-hearted attempts in comparison to Greek –
thus confirming to his own satisfaction that what Winckelmann had written was true.189
In connection with this trip Ludwig had begun an important collection of classical
antiquities, for which he had the new court architect Leo von Klenze design a building,
the Glyptothek (1815-30), the first public museum devoted to sculpture.190 Klenze’s
mission was described at the time as giving a pure national type to Germany, and
especially to Bavaria, by recreating the high art of the Greeks, which the Romans, the
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Middle Ages, and the later periods had mangled.191 Structural developments and
differences appear to have been considered largely irrelevant. This speaks to the antihistorical approach that supported the conclusion that the only true style for Germany,
and presumably for any nation, was that of ancient Greece. This formulation was more
rigorous in its denial of the possibility of originality than that which had been voiced by
Winckelmann himself. Ludwig also commissioned Klenze to design a Catholic church, to
be placed across from the Glyptothek and dedicated to the Holy Apostles, which would
express his Christian convictions, as far as possible, in an equivalently Hellenic form.192
During his trip of 1817-18, his second to Italy, Crown Prince Ludwig maintained
this Philhellenism while embracing the Brotherhood of St. Luke and its efforts to revive
early Italian and German painting. In so doing, he bridged an increasingly contested
cultural-political divide that his companions and advisors generally did not.193 In the
staunchly Philhellenist camp (too closely associated with the neo-classicism of
Napoleonic France for the medievalists) was Leo von Klenze, who joined the Crown
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Prince in Rome in February and March of 1818.194 By that time Ludwig, inspired by a
few members of the Brotherhood of St. Luke who were wearing the Old German dress
(i.e., cleansed of French fashion influences195) upon his arrival, was wearing this costume
himself, to Klenze’s astonishment. More than this, Ludwig had gotten most of the
German artists’ community to wear it along with him, to demonstrate their commitment
to German culture as well as to meet his approval—even insistence.196 Klenze’s
misgivings197 were confirmed when Ludwig soon announced to him, in writing, that he
had changed his mind concerning the design of the Holy Apostles’ Church to be built
across from the Glyptothek. “I have retreated from the thought of making it as much like
a heathen temple as possible, as the spirit of Christianity is different and demands an
appropriate, basilican-type church.”198
Ludwig, whose commissions embodied his vision of history as a unifying force,
had cultivated Klenze’s Philhellenist ideals and those of the Brotherhood of St. Luke with
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equal enthusiasm. Beyond simply sharing their visions of the past, he sought and found a
possibility to harmonize them.199 During the winter of 1817-18, while visiting Sicily
before settling in Rome, Ludwig had gone a step further than his divided companions and
“discovered” Byzantine art and architecture – the art that connected the Classical Greek
with the Italian and German traditions.200 He was specifically impressed by the buildings
built for Roger II, the first Norman king of Sicily (r. 1101-54), which expressed the
blending of medieval cultures characteristic of Sicily as a whole. Klenze, who missed the
Sicilian section of this trip, had anticipated that the Roman stage would be followed by a
trip to Ottoman Greece to see the monuments there. This might have provided the
opportunity for Ludwig and Klenze to respond to architecture that expressed the
Byzantine tradition more explicitly. The impending announcement of Bavaria’s new
constitution, a constitution which Ludwig had long desired and to which he had
contributed liberal impulses, compelled them to return home instead.201
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2. The German Search for Byzantium
The search for models through which to interpret Byzantine art and architecture
had progressed since Schlegel’s publication of “Letters on a Trip.” In the spring of 1810,
in a letter describing the evolution of his ideas as well as his collections to Goethe, Sulpiz
Boisserée had extended the increasingly popular idea of the Byzantine origins of Rhenish
medieval architecture to early Rhenish paintings.202 Schlegel had made this connection,
too, to judge from his letter asking Boisserée where he had gotten this idea.203 In his
reply, Boisserée explained to Schlegel that he had drawn on Schlegel’s reports from the
Musée Napoléon, connecting the assertions that German and Italian painting had a
common origin, and that (in discussing the Russian icons) the earliest Christian painting
was Greek in style.204 For Schlegel and Boisserée, reliance on Byzantine models and
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teachers linked Italian and German (understood primarily as Rhenish and Netherlandish)
painting and thus strengthened historical ties between Germany and Rome.205 Through
Byzantium, early Italian and German works were more closely linked to one another than
was Italy to other Latin cultures (i.e., France); the living traditions of Greece and Russia,
moreover, maintained this art in its primitive form. Schlegel and Boisserée did not,
however, pursue these living traditions.
Schlegel, who had moved to Vienna to help resurrect the Holy Roman Empire,
wished Sulpiz Boisserée to extend his research on German-Byzantine art and architecture
eastward from the Rhineland to the Habsburg lands at the other end of the former empire:
specifically, in 1810 he encouraged Boisserée to visit the Kreuzkapelle in Karlstein
Castle outside of Prague (begun 1348), which had long been the permanent home of the
Imperial Insignia [fig. 3.1].206 When Boisserée did not take up the task, two years later
Schlegel published his own study of the chapel.207 Schlegel considered its Bohemian
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paintings to be important examples of a transitional style, illustrating the shift from the
Orthodox New Greek to the Catholic German schools.208 (Schlegel did not call attention
to the well-known mid-fourteenth-century date of the chapel and its paintings, which
would not have helped him to make this point, since the start of the German school was
generally dated to the thirteenth century.209) The need for paintings in Greek churches
was greater than that in Catholic ones, Schlegel supposed, especially on the iconostasis
separating the nave from the choir which blocked the view of the Holy Communion for
the Greek (as opposed to the Catholic) congregation.210 This theory appears to have been
based on new knowledge of the interior furnishings and services of Greek Orthodox
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churches, including not only the iconostases themselves but how they functioned.
Schlegel likely owed this new knowledge to contact with the Greek diaspora in Vienna,
the largest in Habsburg or German lands at the time, which had completed a new church
(the Georgskirche) shortly before his arrival.211 The special connection between German
art and architecture and the Byzantine tradition that Schlegel and Boisserée were
investigating was soon observed by others as well, whether they felt it spoke for the art or
against it.212
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In 1814 Goethe, inspired by Boisserée and by the Russian Orthodox chapel of
Maria Pavlovna (1786-1859),213 undertook his own research into Byzantine art as a
source for later developments.214 He wrote to Maria asking for information about Russian
icons, and for some actual examples, which would document “how a branch of art from
the earliest times in Constantinople maintained itself unchanged up to our day through
constant imitation, since in all other lands the art advanced and has distanced itself from
its first strict religious forms.”215 The request was forwarded to the conservative Russian
nationalist Nikolai Mikhailovich Karamzin (1766-1826), at work on his magnum opus,
the History of the Russian State, who sent Goethe four icons.216 Goethe had hoped to
share these with the Boisserées and Bertram, according to a letter of October 1815, but
the case with the icons never arrived.217 Goethe’s pursuit of the matter nearly resulted in
the re-introduction of actual early Russian paintings into the discussion of Byzantine art,
its relationship to other traditions and its influence in Germany (as Schlegel had proposed
213
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in 1805).218 In the event, Byzantine and contemporary Greek and Russian art remained
conflated and little studied.

3. An Italo-German Byzantium
Schlegel had also written of San Marco in Venice as the Italian peninsula’s
preeminent Byzantine building, akin to Hagia Sophia. Though Hagia Sophia was still
known largely through reproductions of Grelot’s drawings of 1680 [fig. 2.2 a], by 1823
its relationship to San Marco could be easily studied in the posthumous publication by
Seroux d’Agincourt (1730-1814), Histoire de l'art par les monuments [fig. 2.3 a].219 It
appears that little was available on San Marco beyond this publication, and the other
monuments of Italy that were considered to be Byzantine were similarly poorly
documented. Although the Exarchate of Ravenna had been the principal early Byzantine
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stronghold in Italy, and it was known that one could still find buildings there from the
reign of Emperor Justinian (r. 527-65), during the early nineteenth century these were
minimally illustrated and surprisingly little discussed, probably because Ravenna was off
the traditional, classically-oriented tourist path.220 It was largely through this tourist path
and collections of prints that Byzantium came to be known, as the pursuit of Byzantine
art and architecture was at first little more than an embellishment of the classical tour,
and Italy already provided most of what was known of ancient Greek art and architecture
for all but the few who made the adventurous trip to Athens. Winckelmann had contented
himself with Italy; those interested in Byzantium didn’t travel much further.
At least from the German perspective, however, some of the Byzantine buildings
of Italy were essentially German, as the concepts of “Germany” and “Italy” overlapped.
The close historic relations between the Frankish, Bavarian and Lombard nobility, and
the recent resumption of direct Habsburg rule in Lombardy following the fall of
Napoleon, its extension to Venice, and indirect Habsburg control over other Italian states,
meant that these regions, as part of the Holy Roman Empire, were regarded as German
(in the broadest sense) at least until 1859, when the Piedmontese-led nationalists began to
push the Habsburgs out.221 German scholars emphasized the German heritage of Italy by
tracing the lingering cultural and ethnic evidence of Germanic tribes south of the Alps –
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specifically, the Ostrogoths and Lombards.222 Additionally, the vibrant modern German
communities throughout the Italian states, which had been fostering cultural exchange
since at least the advent of the printing press, had become vital to the revival of arts and
letters north of the Alps in Winckelmann’s day and were at a highpoint during Ludwig’s
years as Crown Prince (1806-25).223

4. The First Bavarian Byzantine Renovation: Speyer Cathedral
Back in Bavaria, Klenze soon found himself confronted not only with realizing
the perfect imitation of Greek art in the form of the Glyptothek, which was still under
construction, but with the seemingly contradictory task of renovating the art of Greece in
one of its later, mangled forms. Speyer Cathedral (ca. 1030-1106, with later renovations
and additions), on the left bank of the Rhine, had fallen into disrepair under Napoleon. It
was the most important monument in a region, the Bavarian Rhine District, that had been
given to Bavaria by the Congress of Vienna. As of 1820, the cathedral’s restoration was
entrusted to Klenze and the architect and engineer Karl Friedrich Wiebeking (17621842).224 As the Stuttgart Art Paper (Kunstblatt) reported the following year, this
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The Myth of Nations: The Medieval Origins of Europe (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 2003), 27-30. Drawing on the philological arguments, those seeking to celebrate
the German culture of Italy turned first and foremost to the mausoleum of Theodoric in
Ravenna and Milan Cathedral, which served as evidence of Ostrogothic and Lombard
sophistication.
223
See, for instance, Max Kunze, ed., Italia und Germania. Deutsche Klassizisten und
Romantiker in Italien, exh. cat. (Berlin: National Gallery, 1975).
224
Brody Neuenschwander, “The Art History of Speyer,” 2 vols. (Ph.D. Thesis,
University of London, 1986), 1:35-37 and 48. The journal Der Katholik was also founded
in Speyer in 1820, to promote Catholicism in Rhenish Bavaria, as well as to promote a
connection between the region’s Catholics and those who had moved from there to the
US; see Kathleen Neils Conzen, “Immigrant Religion and the Republic: German
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restoration was by no means to be carried out “in the true style of the German Romantic,
but rather in that which in its essence had developed from early Roman elements and
would be better termed Lombard or Byzantine.”225 According to the latest scholarship,
not only had the New Greek style first spread westwards to Gothic and Lombard (i.e.,
Germanic) regions of Italy before being exported to Germany and England; in Lombardy
the New Greek style retained a pure and unmixed character when, in eleventh- and
twelfth-century Germany and England, it became mixed with Arabic elements.226
Klenze and Wiebeking set out to define this building more precisely as Byzantine,
though they viewed the style as limited in its broader application. Wiebeking, possibly
inspired by the projected scale of Georg Moller’s Monuments of German Architecture
(Denkmaehler der deutschen Baukunst, 1815-43), wrote an eleven-volume survey of the
architectural history of the world. 227 Wiebeking’s work, Theoretical and Practical Civic

Catholics in Nineteenth-Century America,” Bulletin of the German Historical Institute 35
(Fall 2004): 43-56, 47 and n. 16. This reflected the Bavarian regime’s broader attempts to
maintain ties with Catholic immigrants to the US through missionary activities and
building campaigns, as discussed in Kathleen Curran, The Romanesque Revival:
Religion, Politics, and Transnational Exchange (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania
State University Press, 2003), 83-93. (Curran, like Neuenschwander, translates the terms
“Byzantine” and “Neugriechisch” as “Romanesque,” as has become standard.)
225
“…[keineswegs] im eigentlichen Style der deutschen Romantik [=Gotik], sondern in
demjenigen gebauet, welcher dem Wesen nach in Italien, und überhaupt aus altrömischen
Elementen gebildet ward und unter der näheren Bezeichnung des lombardischen oder
byzantinischen begriffen wird.” Anonymous article in Kunstblatt 79 (Oct. 1, 1821):
313ff., as cited in Gottlieb Leinz, “Ludwig I. von Bayern und die Gotik,” Zeitschrift für
Kunstgeschichte 44 (1981): 41 and n. 89.
226
Stieglitz, Von altdeutscher Baukunst, 31.
227
Georg Moller, Denkmaehler der deutschen Baukunst (Darmstadt: bei Heyer und
Leske, 1815-43), vol. 1, plates, with introduction, 1815; vol. 1, text, n.d. (not before
1819; possibly as late as 1821). On the publication date of Moller’s text to vol. 1 see 19
n. ** of Moller’s text and W.D. Robson-Scott, The Literary Background of the Gothic
Revival: A Chapter in the History of Taste (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), 268 n. 2. As
vol. 2 of Moller’s survey was first published in 1822-31 and vol. 3 was completed in
1843, only Moller’s plates, with their brief introduction, and perhaps the accompanying
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Architecture (Theoretisch-practische bürgerliche Baukunde, 1821-26), included in its
first volume what might be considered the first art-historical account of Speyer
Cathedral.228 Wiebeking’s goal—to investigate the potential of historic buildings and
styles as sources for contemporary architecture—was an exhaustive response to the
growing concern that modern architecture lacked sufficient new ideas. He credited
Winckelmann with providing the foundation for his project by pointing out the need to
study historical monuments in order to improve current practices for, “indeed, civil
architecture assumes great and honorable qualities only when it is nourished by the riches
of history and led by philosophy.”229 In this vein, Wiebeking assessed Speyer Cathedral

text were available to Wiebeking before he published vol. 1 of his work in 1821. The
thought that Moller’s projected survey nevertheless served as an inspiration for
Wiebeking’s even broader survey has been proposed by Susette Raasch, Restauration
und Ausbau des Regensburger Doms im 19. Jahrhundert, in Beiträge zur Geschichte des
Bistums Regensburg 14 (1980): 192.
228
Carl Friedrich von Wiebeking, Theoretisch-practische bürgerliche Baukunde, durch
Geschichte und Beschreibung der merkwürdigsten antiken Baudenkmahle und ihrer
genauen Abbildungen bereichert, 11 vols. (Munich: Zängl, 1821-26). Neuenschwander,
“Art History of Speyer,” 1:35, describes Wiebeking as the first to write about Speyer
Cathedral “in an art-historical manner,” citing Hans-Erich Kubach and Walter Haas, eds.,
Der Dom zu Speyer, 3 vols., Die Kunstdenkmäler von Rheinland-Pfalz 5 (Munich:
Deutscher Kunst-Verlag, 1972), 7. His work found qualified reception: Karl Schaase, in
reviewing a work by another scholar, would state that although the illustrations in
Bürgerliche Baukunde were very useful, the text “giebt doch nur eine ungeordnete
Anhäufung unkritischer Notizen.” [Karl Schnaase], review of C. L. Stieglitz, Geschichte
der Baukunst vom frühesten Alterthume bis in die neuern Zeiten, in Berliner
Conversations-Blatt für Poesie, Literatur und Kritik 2 (1828): 239. That this
anonymously published review was written by Schnaase and is thus his first known
publication has recently determined by Henrik Karge, “Das Frühwerk Karl Schnnaases.
Zum Verhältnis von Ästhetik und Kunstgeschichte im 19. Jahrhundert,” in Kosegarten,
Johann Dominicus Fiorillo, 410. In 1817 Wiebeking had retired from his position as head
of the division for road construction and hydraulic engineering (Chef der MinisterialSektion für Straßen- und Wasserbau). See Marie Frölich and Hans-Günther Sperlich,
Georg Moller. Baumeister der Romantik (Darmstadt: Eduard Roether, 1959), 409 n. 623.
229
“…ja die Civil-Architektur nimmt überhaupt nur dann einen grossen und
verehrungswürdigen Character an, wenn sie aus den Schätzen der Geschichte genährt und
von der Philosophie geleitet wird.” Wiebeking, Theoretisch-practische bürgerliche
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as a fine and influential example of a New Greek building. He traced the style to
Christian churches of the Orient and probably specifically Palestine, “where our divine
religion was founded and taught in its complete purity.”230 It depended “on load-bearing
walls, round arches, groin vaults, and, on occasion, cupolas” and deserved “all possible
attention, as do the many buildings influenced by it, and should on account of its
excellent construction and sound execution be accorded the most precise investigation by
all those interested in architecture, though the application of its features in new buildings
is not advisable.”231
Despite describing the building and its style more broadly as expressive of early
Christian purity – a sentiment which echoed the contemporary ideas of the Brotherhood
of St. Luke - Wiebeking held fast to his training in the classical canon, by which
standard Speyer cathedral fell short as too irregular and disproportionate. Wiebeking
found that “all rules, except that of solidity, are as foreign to Speyer as to the Lombard
style, which is even less worthy of imitation than the New-Greek style.”232 Without

Baukunde vol. 1 (1821), 262, quoted and translated in Neuenschwander, “Art History of
Speyer,” 1:35-36 and 2:50.
230
“Eine Neugriechische-Bauart ist im Orient und höchst wahrscheinlich in Palästina, wo
unsere göttliche Religion gegründet und in ihrer ganzen Reinheit gelehrt wurde, bey’m
Bau christlicher Kirchen entstanden, und man hat ihr diese Benennung gegeben, weil sie
im griechischen Kaiserreich früher, als im Abendländschen angewendet und verbreitet
wurde.” Wiebeking, Theoretisch-practische bürgerliche Baukunde vol. 1 (1821), 588,
quoted and translated in Neuenschwander, “Art History of Speyer,” 1:36 and 2:50.
231
“Er verdient somit alle Aufmerksamkeit und mehrerer nach ihm angelegten Gebäude,
erheischen, in Hinsicht seiner trefflichen Construction, und guten Ausführung, die
genaueste Untersuchung von wissbegierigen Baukundigen, wenn gleich seine
Anwendung bey neuen Gebäuden nicht rathsam ist.” Wiebeking, Theoretisch-practische
bürgerliche Baukunde vol. 1 (1821), 616-17, quoted and translated in Neuenschwander,
“The Art History of Speyer,” 1:36-37.
232
“… alle Regeln, mit Ausnahme der zur Festigkeit abzweckenden, waren ihm eben so
fremde, als dem Lombardischen-Styl, der noch weniger als dieser Neugriechische
nachgeamt zu werden verdient.” Wiebeking, Theoretisch-practische bürgerliche
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discernable rules, the style could not be abstracted and applied in buildings that met
contemporary needs. For Wiebeking, Speyer was the building that demonstrated that the
New-Greek style should be dismissed, along with all New Greek architecture, as a model
for contemporary building.
Klenze, a Protestant with pagan leanings (if in both cases not as forcefully
expressed as Goethe’s) showed even less warmth towards medieval, and particularly
towards Byzantine-German, architecture than Wiebeking.233 During the Speyer
renovations he wrote a Manual of Architecture for Christian Worship.234 Klenze traced
Byzantine domed churches to Roman halls of justice, bath houses, and gymnasia, which
were first used for Christian worship: “from these was created that Oriental church plan
with vaulted ceilings, domes and strong interior piers, of which Hagia Sophia in
Constantinople displays the first developed model, and which was brought to the West

Baukunde vol. 1 (1821), 616-17, quoted and translated in Neuenschwander, “The Art
History of Speyer,” 1:37 and 2:50 (I have slightly revised Neuenschwander’s translation).
233
For a discussion of how Klenze integrated his understandings of religion and
architecture see Leo von Klenze, Anweisung zur Architectur des christilichen Kultus,
Facsimile-Neudruck der Ausgabe München 1822/24, with introduction by Adrian von
Buttlar (Nördlingen, Dr. Alfons Uhl, 1990), introduction, 10-11. Buttlar notes here the
Prussian architectural critic and art historian Franz Kugler’s astonishment at Klenze’s
blurring of the lines between the ancient mystery cults and Christian revelation: “…ein
jeder gebildete Christ weiß, daß in dem wichtigsten Punkte, in dem der Erlösung, der
innere Geist des Christenthums so außer aller Beziehung zu allen früheren Religionen
steht, wie der Himmel entfernt ist von der Erde. Doch der Verfasser ist Künstler; ihn als
Theologen zu beurteilen ist nicht unsere Sache.” Franz Kugler, review of Anweisung zur
Architectur des christlichen Cultus, 2nd ed. (1834), Museum 2:40 (Oct. 6, 1834): 314. For
Klenze’s cynical evaluation of Ludwig I’s Catholicism see Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die
Allerheiligenhofkirche, 95-96.
234
Klenze, Anweisung zur Architectur des christlichen Cultus (Munich, 1822; issued in
1824). Klenze would publish a 2nd edition in 1834. Also discussed in Backmeister, “Leo
von Klenze – Biographischer Überblick,” 188. (It seems that there is no evidence as to
why Klenze did not issue his Manual of Architecture in 1822, when it was completed, but
possibly it didn’t seem politic for the architect in charge of the renovation to criticize
Byzantine architecture so harshly at the same time that Speyer was being re-consecrated.)
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primarily through Lombard buildings in northern Italy.”235 Unfortunately, Klenze does
not note what Lombard buildings he had in mind. Klenze’s information on Hagia Sophia
probably came from the same five drawings available to Schlegel back in 1806 (first
published in Paris in 1680), which had not been superseded [fig. 2.2a, c, d: three of the
drawings as published in 1683 the first English translation].236
A focus on domes as characteristic of the Byzantine style had been established by
Friedrich Schlegel; Klenze’s focus on vaulting was, however, new. That Speyer
Cathedral had not been vaulted from the start was not known at this time, and was
disputed into the twentieth century.237 Schlegel had already established Hagia Sophia, via
San Marco, as the origin of Byzantine architecture in the West in his “Letters on a Trip”
of 1806 but, where he described the style of these buildings as organized around the
intersection of geometric forms (and so, for Schlegel, Hellenizing), Klenze characterized
the style and its relationship to classical precedent rather less generously:
…the domes always remained the characteristic and principal feature of their
exterior form. Round arches, poor execution and composition, small windows
without paintings [i.e, on the glass], seemingly cramped interior space, a
confused, often formless exterior, and a certain mere craft-like appearance, if one
may say so, are the characteristics that epitomize most of these churches. Only a
certain reminiscence of magnificent antiquity, its architectural rigor, form, and
masses, from which these failed forms emerged, and which at times look out from
their murky darkness, only these can keep refined feeling from misjudging even
235

“…aus diesen jenes orientalische Kirchenschema mit gewölbten Decken, Kuppeln und
starken inneren Pfeilern entstand, wovon uns Santa Sophia in Constantinopel das erste
ausgebildetes Vorbild zeigt, und welches besonders durch die lombardischen Baue in
Oberitalien den Abendländern zugeführt ward.” Klenze, Anweisung zur Architectur, 11.
236
These drawings were the only significant illustrations available (Seroux d’Agincourt’s
images of Hagia Sophia, published in 1823, were copies of Grelot, as noted above); new,
if likewise inaccurate, drawings were not published until 1839-40 (after the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle had been completed); measured plans and sections were finally
published by William Salzenberg in 1854-55. See Kleinbauer, “Prolegomena to a
Historiography of Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture,” xxv-xxviii.
237
Neuenschwander, “Art History of Speyer,” 1:86-88 and 147-49.
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the at times picturesque spaces and masses, and from viewing them in a broad
damning judgment.238
For Klenze the excesses of Byzantine architecture were magnified by a problematic
tendency towards a colossal pier-and-vault architecture (Pfeiler-Gewölbe-Architektur)
that departed from the anthropomorphic Greek ideal of columns and orders.239
Following one of the leading art historians of the day, Christian Ludwig Stieglitz,
Klenze asserted that the Byzantine style prevailed in Germany from the reign of
Charlemagne (768-814) to the twelfth century:240
It is most probably due to the political dominance which Byzantium—and also
Lombardic northern Italy, as well as mercantile Venice, where San Marco rose up
238

“…die Kuppeln stets das charakteristische und die Hauptsache ihrer äusseren Gestalt
blieben. Rundbögen, schlechte Ausführung und Zusammensetzung, kleine Fenster ohne
Malereyen, scheinbar beengter innerer Raum, ein verworrenes, oft formloses Aeußeres,
und ein gewißes blos handwerksmäßiges Ansehen, wenn man sich so ausdrücken darf,
sind die Eigenthümlichkeiten, welche die meisten dieser Kirchen bezeichnen. Nur eine
gewiße Erinnerung an die herrliche Antike, ihre architektonische Consequenz, Formen
und Massen, woraus diese Mißgestalten hervorgingen, und welche aus dem trüben
Dunkel derselben zuweilen hervorblickt, nur diese kann das reingebildete Gefühl
befestigen, um nicht selbst die zuweilen malerischen Räume und Massen derselben zu
verkennen, und in ein allgemeines Verdammungsurtheil zu begreifen.” Klenze,
Anweisung zur Architectur, 11.
239
Dirk Klose, “Theorie als Apologie und Ideologie – Leo von Klenze als
Kunstphilosoph und Theoretiker,” in Leo von Klenze — Architekt zwischen Kunst und
Hof 1784-1864, ed. Winfried Nerdinger (Munich: Prestel, 2000), 121 and n. 75-76, where
he cites Klenze, Anweisung zur Architektur, pp. 7 and ll.
240
Stieglitz, Von altdeutscher Baukunst, 51. Elsewhere in Von altdeutscher Baukunst,
however, Stieglitz described only the Carolingian period through the tenth century as
dominated by New Greek art and architecture; the eleventh through the first quarter of the
thirteenth century he described as a transitional period of “mixed building design”
(gemischte Bauart), when the New Greek style integrated Arabic influence as well as the
German elements that “prepared the way for the pure Gothic or German style” (den Weg
zur reingothischen oder deutschen Bauart bahnte) that was to follow: see for instance pp.
9-10 of his introduction. Klenze’s apparent reliance on Stieglitz for dating and
interpreting New Greek architecture has also been noted by Christine Hans-Schuller, Der
Bamberger Dom. Seine “Restauration” unter König Ludwig I. von Bayern (1826-1831)
(Petersberg: Michael Imhof, 2000), 32 and n. 333. Stieglitz also served as an authority for
others working on Ludwig’s major Byzantine revival and renovation projects, as will be
seen in chaps. 4 and 5.
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as a faithful imitation of the model church in Constantinople—had over sunken
Rome, that Charlemagne and his era preferred Byzantine to Roman architecture,
and even used Byzantine architects; and so we see from this time on, and until
about the twelfth century (when Rome, which had earlier ruled the world through
weapons and laws, regained its status through doctrine and opinions) the West
followed the plan of the Byzantine domed church with vaulted ceilings nearly
exclusively.241
Klenze clearly had no idea that San Marco was not modeled on Hagia Sophia but rather
on Constantinople’s second largest church, Holy Apostles (ca. 536-550). Schlegel had
similarly associated Hagia Sophia and San Marco in 1806, though without claiming San
Marco was a faithful copy. Holy Apostles, like San Marco, was built as a monumental
cruciform basilica characterized by the use of domed square bays, a type popular under
Justinian [fig. 2.3 a].242 There are no known physical remains of Holy Apostles, which
Mehmed II replaced with a mosque complex shortly after taking the city, and so Klenze’s
ignorance of it is not surprising.243 An architect, unlike Schlegel, and one who had had
the opportunity to visit Venice and presumably saw San Marco for himself, Klenze
241

“Es lag aber wohl zunächst in dem politischen Uebergewichte, welches Byzanz und
auch das lombardische Oberitalien, sowie das handelnde Venedig, wo San Marco als
treue Nachahmung der Musterkirche zu Constantinopel sich erhob, über das versunkene
Rom hatten, daß Karl der Große und seine Zeit eher den byzantinischen als den
römischen Baustyl, und selbst byzantinische Baukünstler anwendeten: und so sehen wir
von dieser Zeit an, und bis zum 12ten Jahrhunderte etwa, wo Rom, wie zuvor durch
Waffen und Gesetze, jetzt zum zweyten Male durch Lehren und Meynungen die
Weltherrscherin ward, in den Abendländern fast allgemein das Schema der
byzantinischen Kuppelkirchen mit gewölbten Decken befolgt.” Klenze, Anweisung zur
Architectur, 11. Cf. Stieglitz, Von altdeutscher Baukunst, 26-27: “Die Sophienkirche zu
Constantinopel war vozüglich das Muster, nach der von jetzt an die christlichen Kirchen
errichtet wurden, was unter andern die Markuskirche in Venedig bezeugt.”
242
On Holy Apostles see, for instance, Richard Krautheimer, Early Christian and
Byzantine Architecture, 4th ed., revised by Krautheimer and Slobodan Curcic (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), 242. A cruciform basilica is one with side-arms that
create a ground plan in the form of a Latin or Greek cross. A bay is the unit of space
between supporting columns or piers.
243
The Mehmed Fatih complex (1463-71). See Sheila S. Blair and Jonathan M. Bloom,
The Art and Architecture of Islam 1250-1800, corrected ed. (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1995), 215-16.
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focused on the vault-and-pier principle that was common to the ground plans of these
buildings, while differences between their ground plans went unnoticed.244 One of the
most innovative aspects of Hagia Sophia is that it combines the plan of a basilica with a
domed pier-and-vault superstructure [fig. 2.2 a-b].
Yet Klenze also saw in the Byzantine style the foundation for the rebirth of true
architecture, that is, architecture based on classical models, in Italy: “The consideration
must however prevent us [from coming to a damning judgment of the Byzantine building
plan], that later the rebirth of true architecture developed from this plan, and could
emerge more easily than from the immediately following building style that was chiefly
distributed in the West.”245 (The only non-classical architecture Klenze gladly used as a
model was that of fifteenth-century Italy.246) The later medieval style should be called the
northern basilica style, Klenze argued, as it is actually more closely based on Roman
models than the Byzantine:
Really the name Gothic is false; Romantic is too general; German, Saxon, etc. are
without proven historical foundation; and it would probably be best to baptize the
244

Klenze had visited Venice with Crown Prince Ludwig during their trip to Italy of
1817-18. Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 17. Presumably this visit
occurred on the return trip, as Klenze did not join Ludwig until February 1818. He would
re-visit Venice in order to study San Marco more carefully in 1826. These trips are
discussed below.
245
“…doch muß uns hieran auch noch die Berücksichtigung hindern [ein allgemeines
Verdammungsurtheil zu begreifen], daß sich an dieses Schema später die Wiedergeburt
der wahren Architektur knüpfte, und leichter als aus dem nun folgenden und
vorzugsweise in den Abendländern verbreiteten Baustyle hervorgehen konnte.” Klenze,
Anweisung zur Architectur, 11. He later adds: “…die sogenannte Wiedergeburt der
Künste in Italien sich gründete… auf die Gebäude, welche aus dem byzantinischen Style
hervorgingen, und wovon uns z.B. der Dom, das campo Santo, und der hängende Thurm
in Pisa; der Dom und da schöne Baptisterium zu Parma; das Oratorium von
Orsanmichele und die Loggia dei Lanzi in Florenz, die schönsten Muster darbieten.“
Klenze, Anweisung zur Architectur, 16.
246
E.g., his (Alte) Pinakothek, constructed 1826-42: see cat. no. 46 in Hildebrand,
“Werkverzeichnis,” 282-90.
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marvelous manner of building the “Northern Basilica style” as, in their main
disposition these churches actually stand closer to the Roman basilica than to the
Byzantine domed church.247
Clearly Klenze understood something about medieval masonry building types. But he
argued against the use of either the Byzantine or the Romantic (the term he tended to use
despite preferring “Northern Basilican”) styles because they had ceased to be appropriate;
only Classical Greek architecture had universal qualities suitable to any time and place.248
The ancient Greek temple, he asserted, was as culturally German as the Northern
Basilican church (which he didn’t think of as a specifically German building type, though
he judiciously admired Strasbourg and Cologne cathedrals above all others). Classical
Greek was, moreover, the only true Christian style, the style of the heroic period of
Christianity during the lifetime of the Savior.249
On June 19, 1822, Speyer Cathedral was re-commissioned. Following its
renovation, it appeared much as it had on the eve of the French Revolution, with its late
eighteenth-century antechamber intact [fig. 3.2 a-b].250 Wiebeking and Klenze did not see

247

Wirklich ist der Name gothisch falsch; romantisch zu allgemein; teutsch, sächsisch
etc. ohne erwiesenen historischen Grund; und es wäre vielleicht das beste, diese
wunderbare Bauart den nordischen Basilikastyl zu taufen; denn der Hauptdisposition
nach stehen diese Kirchen wirklich den römischen Basiliken weit näher, als den
byzantinischen Kuppelkirchen.” Klenze, Anweisung zur Architectur, 11-12.
248
“So wie die griechische Architektur überall entstehen konnte, wo geistreiche und
gebildete Menschen nach ewigen Gesetzen der Natur, Mathematik und klaren Vernunft
handelten, so konnte die Architektur des Mittelalters nur aus dem Mittelalter
hervorgehen, weßhalb denn auch die griechische, die Architektur aller Zeiten, die des
Mittelalters aber nur die des Mittelalters, so wie die indische, ägyptische, persische und
astekischen, nur die von Indien, Aegypten, Persien und Amerika seyn und werden
konnten.” Klenze, Anweisung zur Architectur, 12.
249
Klenze, Anweisung zur Architektur, introduction pp. 8 and 20 and facsimile p. 5.
250
Much of Speyer Cathedral’s western end, including its westwork (as well as most of
the town of Speyer) were destroyed either during or in the aftermath of a fire set by Louis
XIV’s troops in 1689 in the course of the Wars of the Palatine Succession. In 1772-78
Franz Ignaz Michael Neumann (who had trained under his father, the Baroque architect
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eye to eye on much, but on two things they clearly and publicly agreed: Speyer Cathedral
was a great example of New Greek architecture, but even the best New Greek
architecture was unworthy of serving as a model for new construction.251 Meanwhile,
Ludwig’s ideas on church architecture had begun to shift away from Klenze’s (and
Wiebeking’s), even while Speyer was being restored, as evidenced by his changing plans
concerning Klenze’s Holy Apostles commission across from the Glyptothek. By July
1823, hearing news of a devastating fire at St. Paul’s Outside the Walls in Rome, Ludwig
determined that his new church should not be built in a classical Greek style as originally
planned but rather in that of an Early Christian basilica; a few years later he transferred
the project away from Klenze entirely, and Klenze never received another commission
for a major church in the classical style advocated in his Manual of Architecture.
Particularly in Bavaria, Byzantium was about to provide modern architecture with one of
the new ideas for which Wiebeking had been searching. While perhaps Klenze had found
it awkward to issue his Manual of Architecture in the same year as Speyer’s dedication,
Balthazar Neumann) rebuilt the western sections of the nave to nearly universal acclaim
(that is, when the fact that much of the nave is not original is even recognized). With
what insufficient funds remained, Neumann also completed a dramatically reduced
version of the westwork he had originally planned, resulting in an antechamber, the late
Baroque style of which he tortured in what was apparently an effort to compensate for the
loss of scale. Neumann’s original plan shares similarities, particularly in scale and form,
with the westwork still standing today, which was built by Heinrich Hübsch in the 1850s
to replace Neumann’s antechamber. It is the cathedral as restored by Neumann that
Klenze and Wiebeking renovated. On F.I.M. Neumann’s work at Speyer see
Neuenschwander, “Art History of Speyer,” 37 and 39; Geissel, Der Kaiserdom zu Speyer,
460-64, and Erich Hubala, Balthasar Neumann, 1687-1753: Der Barockbaumeister aus
Eger (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: Edition Cantz for Stadt Wendlingen am Neckar, 1987),
116-19, esp. fig. 16, which reproduces Neumann’s original plan for Speyer Cathedral’s
façade.
251
On the relationship between Wiebeking and Klenze see Norbert Lieb, “Klenze und die
Künstler um Ludwig I. Aus dem Schriftwechsel des Königs und des Architekten,” in
Festschrift für Max Spindler zum 75. Geburtstag, ed. Dieter Albrecht, Andreas Kraus and
Kurt Reindel (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1969), 659-60.
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his efforts to escape Byzantium would grow more awkward during the years after he
finally issued it in 1824.

5. Ludwig and the Palatine Chapel in Palermo
By the time Ludwig and Klenze returned to Italy in October 1823 (staying
through March, 1824), making a second attempt to extend their travels to Ottoman
Greece had become impractical, given the war. But this time Klenze did not miss the
Sicilian leg of the journey.252 And if the Greek rebellion made it now too dangerous to go
see what remained of Periclean Athens, it had at the same time given new symbolic
potential to the buildings of Italy (as well as Germany) that were understood as
Byzantine. Ludwig returned to Palermo for Christmas 1823, where, at the Palatine
Chapel on Christmas Eve he attended midnight mass, a service that had been banned in
Bavaria since secularization.253 Ludwig must have known of Klenze’s opinion of the
Byzantine style (and Wiebeking’s harmony with Klenze on the subject). When Klenze
returned to Palermo after making his own tour of the island’s ancient Greek monuments,
Ludwig was nevertheless full of enthusiasm and took him back to the Palatine Chapel so
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Klenze focused on the question of classical Greek polychromy during this trip – an
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that they could study it together, as he wished to commission a copy of it for himself [fig.
3.3 a-f].254
The Palatine Chapel lacks an exterior façade, as it is entirely enclosed within its
palace [fig. 3.3 a-b]. Ludwig, expecting that his copy would project from the eastern side
of his palace, leaving the sides and eastern apse exposed, attempted to address questions
concerning the exterior, and the larger architectural context and significance of the
Palatine Chapel, by returning with Klenze to the cathedrals of Palermo and Monreale.255
Ludwig’s interest in the Cathedral of Palermo had likely been heightened by the presence
of the tomb of Frederick II Hohenstaufen (1194-1250), prominent in the pantheon of
Germanic heroes associated with Italy. Not only was Frederick II the grandson of both
the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa and of Roger II, first Norman king of
Sicily, but he was himself King of Sicily, Holy Roman Emperor, and leader of the sixth
(bloodless and successful) Crusade. As would soon be illustrated in another commission
(discussed below), Ludwig was developing an interpretation of the Crusades as
culminating the cultural interchanges between East and West that had begun with the
introduction of Byzantine artists into Germany and Italy. It was this progress of ideas
from East to West that had enabled the flowering of both the German (Gothic) style and
the (Italian) Rebirth of Antiquity in arts and culture.
At Monreale, the elaborately patterned brickwork along the external sides and
especially on the three apses suggested an interesting solution for exactly those areas
which would form the public façade of his projected palace chapel in Munich [fig. 3.4].
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The sealed urn with (some of the) entrails of his patron saint, St. Louis (Louis IX of
France, 1215-70), left in Monreale the course of the body’s return trip from the king’s
failed eighth Crusade, likely also sparked Ludwig’s interest. Klenze certainly had no
great interest in the buildings or in such historical associations. He merely agreed that the
cathedrals of Palermo and Monreale were in the same style as the Palatine Chapel—a
building for which he could barely contain his dislike.256 He was hardly alone: Ludwig
was ignoring the opinion of these monuments that had been long established in standard
German sources.257
Not only the desire for a grand Palatine chapel but also the desire for a building in
the style of the Palatine Chapel in Palermo was unusual. Today the Palatine Chapel is
known for epitomizing the syncretistic character of Norman Sicilian art, combining lavish
and interwoven Byzantine, Islamic and Western Christian elements.258 Klenze pieced
these threads out and saw their combination as a terrible defect, while Ludwig understood
them as necessary to the whole, which he characterized together as Byzantine.259 Klenze
would bemoan both Norman Sicilian architecture and Ludwig’s predilection for
expressing the “inherited sin of eclecticism,” through which Ludwig sought to evoke
distant times and places through indiscriminate copying, rather than to establish and
256
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maintain pure principles in the tradition of imitation established by Winckelmann.260 For
Ludwig, and for those who succeeded to his vision of Byzantium, its architecture—even
when expressed in what was taken to be its purest form – would retain the polyglot
character he had loved in Sicily.

6. Ludwig inherits the Bavarian Throne
Ludwig’s architectural plans encapsulated his most cherished ideas, and he did
not have to wait long following his return from Italy to begin to give them full
expression. When his father died on October 15th, 1825, he noted: “my first thought:
building construction.”261 His second thought, apparently, was to support the Greeks in
their struggle (and in 1825 their cause was hardly decided): he immediately sent them
20,000 fl.262 That Christmas, Ludwig re-introduced the celebration of midnight mass into
all the churches of Munich.263 Unlike his father, who had enacted Napoleonic
secularization policies, Ludwig understood the renewal of the Catholic Church as
fundamental to Bavarian strength and prestige, and the promotion of Catholic arts and
260
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education as Bavaria’s special role among German states. When he came to the throne, he
turned to Byzantium as part of the missing historical link in the rationale behind building
up Munich as the centerpiece of his at once Phihellenic and patriotic-Catholic revival of
arts and culture. Unlike that in other Catholic lands, such as the Prussian Rhineland or
Silesia, where Catholicism offered a refuge from the state and an alternative and often
oppositional source of identification, Ludwig’s Bavarian Catholicism was pragmatic.264
While promoting and professing loyalty to the Catholic Church above the other
confessions, Ludwig contained and directed it (for instance, despite the Church’s
objections, largely usurping its right to appointment bishops and other higher clergy
within his realm265), while giving himself similar authority over the Protestant
denominations.266 He sought to build loyalty to his vision of Bavaria’s Napoleonic-era
expansion as having providentially revealed underlying German cultural and geo-political
connections, rather than as the fruit of opportunism and collaboration with the French. He
sought to do this, moreover, without interference by religious leaders, whether Catholic
or Protestant.
Ludwig also began to integrate Byzantine art and architecture into his larger
cultural program. He regarded efforts to undo the Ottoman subjugation of the New
Greeks as an extension of the same ideals for which he strove to undo the Napoleonic
subjugation of the Catholic Church and the German people. Re-introducing pilgrimages
and other traditional religious rites to Bavaria along with midnight masses was just a
264
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beginning. He then proceeded to turn Goethe’s condemnation of the Byzantine origins of
Catholic-patriotic art on its head by using what he considered Byzantine art and
architecture to celebrate the post-Napoleonic revival of Christianity and the resurrection
of the Greek nation as two sides of the same coin. Ludwig did not see the Byzantine style
in terms of historical conflicts between a Catholic West and a Byzantine East, or artistic
conflicts between Classicists and Medievalists; rather, it suggested to him a universal,
pre-Protestant church whose art mediated between the ideals of the Classical and of the
German and Italian spirits.

7. Art from the East: The Pinakothek Loggias
Ludwig’s Philhellenism, though it had already become an object of humor among
some of his disillusioned liberal Protestant subjects, continued unabated.267 In the spring
of 1826, still anxious about the Greek cause, Ludwig sent off several officers with a troop
of cadets to join the fight.268 On the home front, on Raphael’s birthday (April 7), he
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attended the groundbreaking ceremony for a new museum, this one devoted to painting
and, like the Glyptothek, given a Greek name (the Pinakothek) [fig. 3.5 a-b].269 Though
Klenze designed this museum largely in homage to the Italian Rebirth of Antiquity, the
ground floor was devoted to (painted) Greek pottery with walls painted to match [fig. 3.5
c]; Ludwig, meanwhile, was negotiating the purchase of the Boisserées’ and Bertram’s
collection of Byzantine-German (as well as Byzantine-Italian and later) paintings for the
upper floor.270 The Boisserée Collection, and Byzantine-German art generally were,
needless to say, not Klenze’s choice.271
Klenze intended the gallery on the southern side of the upper floor, with its
domed bays and monumental glazed arcade along the exterior façade, to suggest the
lowermost of the three stories of loggias at the Vatican palace designed by Bramante
(1444-1514) just before his death: the Loggia of Cardinal Bibbiena that Giovanni da
Udine (1487-1564) had decorated with grotesque ornament based on that of the recently
discovered Domus Aurea.272 When in Rome together in 1823, Ludwig and Klenze had
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visited the Vatican Palace to study the loggias to decide this issue.273 To Klenze’s
consternation, four years later Ludwig accepted Peter Cornelius’s proposal for an
elaborate fresco program for the interior of the Pinakothek’s gallery that was based on the
less antiquarian ornament of the middle-storey loggia (the Loggia of Leo X), decorated in
1518-19 by Raphael and his assistants (including Giovanni da Udine).274 The gallery
Klenze designed based on this loggia was glazed, not open to the elements (as one might
expect of a loggia), but as the Vatican loggias had been glazed over for centuries, Ludwig
and Klenze apparently saw no reason not to do the same in Munich. Somewhat more
eccentrically, at the time of its planning and execution, and in much of the subsequent
literature, Klenze’s version has been called a Loggiengang, or sequence of loggias, and
each of its domed bays, a loggia.275 For purposes of consistency, this traditional
terminology will be retained here.
The theme proposed by Cornelius entirely suited Ludwig’s agenda in that it
celebrated the museum’s style as expressive of both German and Italian artistic traditions,
and articulated the parallel progress of these traditions through history towards a
transcendent art of universal significance [fig. 3.5 d].276 The eastern loggias of the
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Loggiengang depicted the history of painting in the South – mostly Italian lands – based
on Vasari’s Lives of the Artists. Those in the western loggias depicted painting (and
architecture) in the North (mostly German lands and the Low Countries), based on the
accounts by Carel van Mander (1548-1606), as written up for Cornelius by Sulpiz
Boisserée.277 These histories – which, rather than illustrating the paintings or buildings
themselves, focused on historical events and portraits of those who influenced their
development – began at the eastern and western ends of the building and progressed more
or less chronologically towards the center loggia, in which Raphael was celebrated as
epitomizing the best of both traditions.278 Cornelius had from the start proposed to
illustrate the histories of painting, or more precisely of painters, by Vasari and van
Mander in these loggias (as well as the somewhat later work of Joachim von Sandrart,
which was not used in the end) – histories full of biographical anecdotes and legends.279
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Ludwig not only embraced this idea: he actively helped Cornelius to transform it into a
program expressive of the origins and purpose of art. The aspects of the resulting
program which are not emphasized in Vasari or van Mander are therefore those most
revealing of Cornelius’s and Ludwig’s agendas. Its subjects are known not only from
Cornelius’s surviving cartoons and from black-and-white photographs (of the frescoes as
painted by Clemens Zimmermann and assistants made before their destruction in WWII),
but also from the descriptions written up by Cornelius and Zimmermann.280
Beyond the story of Italy’s and Germany’s parallel progress towards a common
artistic vision, two themes stand out. The first, the unity of religion (i.e., Christianity) and
art, was a cornerstone of the outlook of the Brotherhood of St. Luke as well as of
Ludwig’s outlook. The second, far less prominent in the work of Cornelius or the
Brotherhood of St. Luke, seems to express specifically Ludwig’s viewpoint (echoing if
not directly inspired by Friedrich Schlegel’s) that it was contact with the East that
provided the essential impulse not only for Christianity and the arts in the West, but for
all knowledge. In accordance with these overarching themes, the first loggias for each
sequence depicted the alliance of religion with art, while those of the second were
devoted to the contacts between West and East. The Eastern contacts depicted in the
loggias spanned the period from Charles Martel’s victory over the Saracens in 732
(included in the northern sequence in loggia 24) [fig. 3.5 e] through the Crusades [fig. 3.5
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f] (included in the southern sequence in loggia 2), setting the revival of arts and sciences
into motion.281
It is not until the third loggia of the Italian sequence that Cornelius turns to
Vasari. Here he begins where Vasari began, with Cimabue being given by his father to a
Greek painting master, and then attentively observing Greek painters execute their craft
[fig. 3.5 g].282 The corresponding loggia in the sequence devoted to northern art depicted
the development of German architecture as furthering all of the arts among the Germanic
peoples. In the dome, a scene of architects at work before the gates of a great city
underlined the role that urbanization played in this development [fig. 3.5 h, bottom].
Another scene in the dome depicted Meister Gerhard (d. 1260) presenting a model of
Cologne Cathedral to Konrad von Hochstaden, enthroned as Archbishop of Cologne
(1238-61), who initiated replacement of the extant Byzantine (i.e., Carolingian) building
in 1248 [fig. 3.5 h, top].283 Cologne’s transition from Byzantine to German architecture
was not depicted literally, however, but by illustrating the event which had necessitated
building a larger cathedral in the latest style. This event, seen in the accompanying
lunette, was the defeat of Milan and consequent removal of the relics of the Magi to
Cologne in 1164, which had enabled the archbishops to establish Cologne Cathedral as a
major pilgrimage site [fig. 3.5 i].284 The establishment of German architecture had led
(turning to van Mander in the following loggia) to the production of the earliest German
(including Netherlandish, according to the Boisserées among others) paintings in the
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collections, i.e., the transition from the Byzantine to the Byzantine-German style [fig. 3.5
j-k].285 While the Crusaders and Greek artists had set the stage for this transition, German
urbanization and specifically the rulers, patrons and architects of Cologne are depicted
here along with Erwin von Steinbach, Johannes Hültz and Meister Pilgram, who together
finally accomplished the perfection of German architecture.286 Execution of the frescoes
had to wait until the Pinakothek was ready for plastering and would take a full decade.287

8. A Bavarian Byzantine Revival Begins: The Allerheiligenhofkapelle
Although Klenze was already well occupied (not only with the Pinakothek),
Ludwig set him to work on plans for the Byzantine court chapel. Ludwig wished to use
this, the first church built in Bavaria following Secularization, to announce what was
celebrated as the restoration of the Catholic Church’s role in Bavarian politics (a
restoration that was somewhat less than total, as clerical authority was specifically
integrated with the state under his control). Ironically, there was a medieval Byzantinestyle chapel, complete with its genuinely Byzantine-style ground plan and original
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Byzantine-style fresco program, available as a model for Ludwig and his architects in
nearby, newly Bavarian, Regensburg: this chapel even had the same dedication, to All
Saints, that Ludwig gave to his commission.288 The Regensburg chapel was, however,
thought at this time to be a baptistery dedicated to St. George, while the frescoes
remained under whitewash for another couple of generations, so that the significance of
the building seems to have gone entirely unnoticed at the time.289
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Klenze, like Ludwig an ardent supporter of the Greek war for independence, had
nevertheless made clear in his Manual of Architecture for Christian Worship that he did
not share Ludwig’s admiration for the Byzantine style, and had not bothered to omit or
disguise his dislike when issuing the book shortly after his return from Italy in 1824. In
fact, though Klenze was not pleased to have to imitate any medieval architecture, he
seems to have especially disliked the Palatine Chapel.290 Klenze copied ornamental
patterns from the Palatine Chapel for use at Allerheiligenhofkapelle, but could not extract
from the building the abstract principles that he desired for producing an architectural
imitation in the classicizing tradition.291
Klenze pulled Ludwig away from a “mixed-style” interior by convincing him that
he should use the interior of San Marco in Venice to modify and unify the example
provided by the Palatine Chapel as, he told Ludwig, San Marco was the ”prototype for
the chosen Byzantine style.” This was not quite what he had written in Manual of
Architecture for Christian Worship, where he had stated that Hagia Sophia in
Constantinople was the prototype of the style on which San Marco was modeled.292 The

Geschichte des Bistums Regensburg 10 (Regensburg: Verein für Regensburger
Bistumsgeschichte, 1976), 128-29.
290
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 16.
291
Both Ludwig and Klenze always referred to the building as the
Allerheiligenhofcapelle, i.e., the court chapel, though subsequently it has come to be
more commonly called the Allerheiligenhofkirche (All Saints’ Court Church). Following
Haltrich’s example I have chosen to use Ludwig’s and Klenze’s term, though in its
modern spelling, i.e., Allerheiligenhofkapelle (Haltrich, in his text, retains the original
spelling); see Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, iii.
292
The availability of copies of Grelot’s plan of Hagia Sophia, e.g., in Seroux
d’Agincout’s Histoire de l'art par les monuments (1823) - one adequate to Klenze’s
purposes - has been discussed above. An argument has been made that Klenze proposed
San Marco as a model for the interior as a reference to the site where, in 1177, Pope
Alexander III and Holy Roman Emperor Frederick Barbarossa met, a meeting that had
finally brought reconciliation between church and state. This reference, according to the
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shift to San Marco as the model for the interior allowed Klenze to rid his design of the
hybrid elements of Palermo’s Palatine Chapel he could not bear to include, such as the
elaborately carved and painted muqarnas ceiling over the nave, and the use of pointed
arches in what was supposed to be a predominantly Byzantine plan [fig. 3.3 c-d].293 At
the same time, although it was not as close to a basilican plan as the Palatine Chapel, the
degree to which San Marco’s Byzantine plan had been “adjusted to the Western
predilection for basilican patterns” also suited Klenze’s purposes.294 The argument in his
Manual had been, after all, that the ideal Christian church echoed the form of the first
Roman buildings transformed for Christian use, that is, basilicas. Ludwig, for his part,
seems to have acceded to Klenze’s idea without argument, and quickly sent Klenze off to
Venice to study San Marco in detail; while in Venice, Klenze was also to negotiate a
argument, underlined Ludwig’s larger goal of reinstituting the Catholic in the wake of
Napoleonic secularization. Florian Zimmermann, “Allerheiligenhofkirche in der
Residenz, München,” cat. no. 35 in Romantik und Restauration. Architektur in Bayern
zur Zeit Ludwigs I. 1825-1848, ed. Winfried Nerdinger with Antonia GruhnZimmermann (Munich: Hugendubel, 1987), 218. Zimmermann’s proposal is tempting
and has been repeated as established (e.g., Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,” 386). As for
the other, much more tangential argument he makes, however, concerning San Michele in
Pavia, where Frederick Barbarossa among other Holy Roman Emperors was crowned
King of the Lombards (“mit Ausnahme des Doms zu Piacenza der einzige Hausteinbau
dieser Kunstlandschaft und darin der Allerheiligenhofkirche verwandt,” according to
Zimmermann), there is no actual evidence that Klenze had such a reference in mind. If
such a reference had been intended, it is surprising not only that it was never mentioned
in the voluminous records on the building but also that Klenze, of all people, would have
proposed it (unless as a cynical means to move Ludwig to adopt a model Klenze had
chosen for other reasons). Klenze was not Catholic and not impressed by Ludwig’s
religious convictions or policies (see, for instance, Klenze’s description of Ludwig cited
in Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 95-96).
293
Klenze lists the off the elements he found incombatible as “antike Säulenschäfte,
Spitzbögen, Kreutzschiff, Kuppel, sarazenische Stalaktitendecken, kufische Inschriften
und reiche byzantinische mosaike Wandverkleidungen… Sicilien zeigt der Geschichte
gemäß besonders ausgeprägten Mischstyl.” Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die
Allerheiligenhofkirche, 16. The nave ceiling, one of the most striking features with which
Ludwig dispensed, is discussed in detail in Tronzo, The Cultures of His Kingdom, 57-62.
294
Krautheimer, Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture, 411.
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contract for the building’s mosaics.295 As can be seen by comparing the ground plans and
interior views [fig. 2.2 a and d; fig. 3.6 a, f-1, f-2 and g-h], the building Klenze designed
for Ludwig is a galleried basilica with two domed bays in the nave, a barrel-vaulted choir
and semi-circular apse. The external silhouette [fig. 3.6 b-c] is wholly basilican, as the
domes are hidden by a continuous pitched roof and the facade is modeled on Lombard
examples. Whereas at San Marco the galleries are little more than cat walks above the
lower colonnades, Klenze designed full galleries, to offer seating for the highest-ranking
members of the congregation in accordance with longstanding Western imperial tradition
(the royal entrance from within the palace was on the gallery level at the southeast
corner); he also eliminated the south and north arms of San Marco’s Greek-cross plan and
reduced the number of domes to two. In so doing, Klenze had created a fully basilican
(and miniature) reduction of San Marco.
Klenze argued against Ludwig’s insistence on the Byzantine style until well after
the ground-stone was finally laid on All Saints’ Day (November 1), 1826. In 1827 Klenze
asserted that the chapel should be oriented towards the west rather than east, to make
possible an entrance façade along the public, eastern face of the Residence.296 Ludwig
was reluctant to shift from a traditional, eastern orientation, but Klenze disliked the idea
of allowing the choir of the church, with its protruding apse, to form the center of the

295

Klenze had already visited San Marco with Ludwig on his trip to Italy of 1817-18 and
again in 1823; this third trip took place in late May and early June, 1826. Haltrich, Leo
von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 17-18 and 58.
296
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 38-39. Haltrich states that
construction of the foundations was already underway when negotiations concerning a
façade began, but as Ludwig had already rejected Klenze’s fifteenth-century Venetian
façade proposal in February, 1827, and work on the foundations (beyond laying the
groundstone) did not resume until June of 1827 (ibid., 24), negotiations concerning the
façade must have begun before construction.
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eastern façade of the Residence, as in his mind the choir and sides were the least
attractive exteriors of Christian churches, and he did not want to do without the more
attractive entrance façade.297 Before permission had actually been granted for such a
change, Klenze proposed to give the façade elements he associated with the Rebirth of
Antiquity in Italy298: “using some transitions, which Venetian churches of the fifteenth
century afford us […] a style which through strict architectonic consistency does not
exclude the charm of those forms directly derived from the Romantic [i.e., the Gothic]”
[fig. 3.6 d].299 The transition from the Romantic style (rather than from the Byzantine

297

“Aber freilich kann hier nur die ungünstigste Seite aller christlichen Kirchen, die
Seitenfacade nemlich und die Chorseite sichtbar werden, da die Lage der Sache erfordert,
daß die günstigere Vorderseite angebaut und versteckt werde.” Zimmermann,
“Allerheiligenhofkirche in der Residenz, München,” 217.
298
On the date of this plan, see Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,” 386 n. 25.
299
“einige Übergänge, welche uns venezianische Kirchen des 15. Jahrhunderts gewähren,
benutzend […] einen Styl, welcher durch strenge architektonische Consequenz den Reitz
jener aus der Romantick unmittelbar hervorgebildeten Formen nicht ausschließt…”
Adrian von Buttlar, Leo von Klenze. Leben – Werk – Vision, 237-41. At this time, as
noted in Chapter One, the concept of the Rebirth of Antiquity was limited to Italian art
and architecture, the influence of which later spread and continued, in various diluted but
largely undifferentiated forms, up to the present. In considering Klenze’s (and, in other
contexts, Ludwig’s) interest in fifteenth-century Italian architecture in the 1820s it is
worth noting that, while Italian painting of this time was widely admired, the architecture
had at best a mixed reputation—at least in the 1840s and among non-Bavarian
proponents of the New Greek/Round Arch style, including Rudolph Wiegmann and
Heinrich Hübsch, as well as Carl Albert Rosenthal and Karl Bötticher. Rosenthal (in
1844) and Hübsch (in 1847) would condemn what was then coming to be termed
Renaissance architecture as based on corrupt Roman models (Hübsch more specifically
calling it “a slavish imitation of corrupt Roman architecture,” a “sham architecture,” and
a “dishonest and untrue” “accumulation of thick blocks of stone and heavy barrel
vaultings,” and Rosenthal calling it a “‘periwig style’ which we would also end up with if
we likewise used corrupt Roman arch as model.” See Wolfgang Hermann, introduction to
In What Style Should We Build? The German Debate on Architectural Style, ed. and
trans. Wolfgang Hermann (Santa Monica: The Getty Center for the History of Art and the
Humanities, 1992), 47-49. Whether and how such condemnations relate to the determined
citations of fifteenth-century Italian architecture in Munich – not only by Klenze and but
also by Gärtner in their commissions for Ludwig, starting in the 1820s and continuing
throughout his reign – is an interesting question. These condemnations certainly suggest
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style Klenze as described in his Manual) to that of the fifteenth-century Italy, i.e., the
Rebirth of Antiquity, Klenze presents here as a Venetian characteristic – one which he
presumably chose to help connect his façade proposal both with the chapel’s interior
(based on San Marco) and with the Residence’s exterior. That in proposing this façade
Klenze had the visual unity of the Residence as a whole in mind is evident from the
regrets he expressed at the end of the project.300 A façade suggesting the Rebirth of
Antiquity (albeit here in a Venetian idiom) would have been appropriate to the rest of the
Residence’s exterior, which was quickly gaining a more formal and unified appearance
thanks to the additions Klenze was building along the other sides of the Residence that
borrowed motifs from Florentine palaces of the same period.301 The Greek inscription in

that the modern tendency to understand architecture such as Klenze’s Pinakothek as an
expression of the Round Arch style advocated by Hübsch in 1828 is at best problematic
(Hübsch, though he did not see his work in connection with that being undertaken for
Ludwig in Bavaria, specifically considered his Round Arch style as resuming the New
Greek architectural tradition of Germany – a telling aspect of the interpretation of
German Byzantine architecture that unfortunately lies beyond the scope of this
dissertation.)
300
“…damit das Publikum gleich von Anfang heran sich mit der Idee bekannt macht, daß
hier etwas ganz näues und mit dem Königsbau gar nichts gemein habendes begonnen
wird, und sich gewöhnt, in der Residenz nicht eine Ganzes, was ja nun einmal nach den
bestehenden Umständen unmöglich ist, sondern ein Aggregat mehrerer, in sich
abgeschlossener Bauwerke zu sehen.” Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die
Allerheiligenhofkirche, 40.
301
These include the façade of the palace gardens to the west, provided by the westliche
Hofgartentor and Hofgartenarkaden, constructed 1816-26 (Hildebrand,
“Werkverzeichnis” cat. no. 49, pp. 303-07); the southern façade provided by the
Königsbau, constructed 1826-1835 (planning begun 1823; interiors completed 1867;
Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis” cat. no. 91, pp. 369-77); and to the north, though still in
the planning stages, the Festsaalbau and Apothekenflügel, constructed 1832-42 (planning
begun 1816; interior completed 1863; Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis” cat. no. 47, pp.
290-97).
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the gable seen in the proposal, meanwhile, underlined Klenze’s and Ludwig’s shared
interest in Christianity’s Greek origins.302
Ludwig responded “for the 1000th time” that he was required to use the “GothicSaracen” style, i.e., the syncretistic style associated not only with Palermo, but broadly
with Crusader architecture of the eastern Mediterranean.303 Given that the interior was
Byzantine, Ludwig’s choice for the façade would seem less harmonious both with the
interior and the with the rest of the palace façade than Klenze’s, except for Ludwig’s
specific interest in the Crusades as a vehicle for the blending of Eastern and Western
culture that had provided a foundation for Western cultural development.304 A façade
celebrating the fifteenth-century Italian Rebirth of Antiquity, despite the incorporation of
Romantic features that Klenze considered Venetian, appears not to have sufficiently
satisfied Ludwig’s desire to celebrate light from the Orient – the Byzantine inheritance
from which Muslims and Crusaders both borrowed and over which they fought - that had
nourished the progress of the arts in the West (as per the art history elucidated in the
Pinakothek’s Loggiengang). 305 Klenze had no interest in such a program, as he saw in
this inheritance only a degradation of Greek principles to mere incident. But when, on
302

Buttlar, Leo von Klenze. Leben – Werk – Vision, 238 (in reference to Klenze).
Ludwig’s response came at the end of February 1827. See Hildebrand,
“Werkverzeichnis,” 385.
304
Ludwig’s ideas, as integrated into the history of art presented in the Pinakothek
Loggiengang and as expressed in his unusual choices for this chapel, appear to combine
the notion that the German style developed from contact with Islamic architecture that
was still popular at least into the 1810s, when it was espoused by Goethe and the King of
Württemberg among others (as discussed in chap. 2), with the developing notion that
Islamic art was merely an offshoot of the Byzantine style (which had grown in
significance without being any better understood, as will be discussed further below)
305
The Allerheiligenhofkapelle’s “Byzantine” interior frescoes, discussed below, were
similarly intended to provide a New Greek opposition to the classical themes which
Cornelius was painting in the Glyptothek. Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die
Allerheiligenhofkirche, 73.
303
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April 15, 1828, Ludwig finally did give permission for a new orientation with an eastern
entrance façade, it was under the condition that Klenze’s design be “thoroughly in the
Byzantine style,” dropping the requirement that Klenze’s design demonstrate a blend of
East and West.306 Why is not clear: perhaps focusing on one style reflected a compromise
with Klenze, who had already established, when choosing San Marco over the Palatine
Chapel as his model for the interior, that he despised syncretism more than he despised
the Byzantine style on its own. At the same time Ludwig determined that Klenze could
not keep up with his rapidly developing ideas concerning the church across from the
Glyptothek.307 In addition to procuring another architect for this commission, Ludwig
narrowed the dedication from Holy Apostles’, which was confessionally neutral, to St.
Boniface, Apostle to the Germans, whom he now celebrated as having initiated the preReformation German Catholic faith from which Protestants had strayed.308
Ludwig finally accepted a design for the exterior of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle
which Klenze largely modeled on Lombard churches which he, apparently following

306

“Jedoch erhielt ich wegen der Allerheiligenhofcapelle die Erlaubnis, Entwürfe aber
durchaus im byzantinischen Style zu machen, wo sie eine Vorderseite becäme.” Haltrich,
Leo von Klenze: Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 39. The final plans for the façade were
completed by May, 1828; work on the façade didn’t begin, however, until March 18,
1829 (Haltrich, 20-21 and 25).
307
See p. 129, above. Klenze had lost the commission for the Apostelkirche by 1828.
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 3-4; Hildebrand,
“Werkverzeichnis,” 277-80 (cat. no. 44), and Adrian von Buttlar, Leo von Klenze. Leben
– Werk – Vision (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1999), 241.
308
Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern, 584-85. St. Boniface’s, designed by Georg
Friedrich Ziebland, would not be built until after Ludwig’s efforts to create a Byzantium
for Bavaria had largely come to an end. The church, in which Ludwig was to be buried,
was incorporated into a Benedictine monastery founded in 1848, the year of its
completion. The foundation was representative of Ludwig’s eagerness to have the
Catholic Church in his kingdom dominated by monks, not priests, and his particular
patronage of the Benedictine order as epitomizing pre-Reformation German Catholicism.
Gollwitzer, Ludwig I. von Bayern, 523-27.
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Stieglitz, understood not only as Byzantine in style but as primary models for the
adoption of the Byzantine style by Charlemagne and his successors. 309 As the
Allerheiligenhofkirche was under construction, Klenze revised his Manual for its second
edition (1834), seemingly in part so as to justify the chapel’s façade on the grounds that
the Byzantine architecture of Lombardy distinguishes itself through “more competent
construction and technique.”310 There are no notes that explicitly refer to sources for the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle’s façade among Klenze’s or Ludwig’s papers, but there are
careful drawings of both San Zeno, Verona, and San Carlo dei Lombardi, Florence (with
measurements) preserved among Klenze’s papers, and aspects of the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle’s design suggest more or less direct quotations from these
churches.311

309

See the quotation from Klenze in n. 56, above. Stieglitz, whose works seem to have
served as sources for Klenze, cited the Pavian churches of San Giovanni in Borgo (the
one which he illustrated, although he apparently didn’t realize that it had recently been
torn down) and San Michele, as well as the Basilica di Santa Giulia at Bonate Sotto (in
the province of Bergamo), as examples of Lombardy’s New Greek style. He used them to
demonstrate that, while the style had been introduced to Germany and (along with
Christianity) to England from the Gothic and Lombard (i.e., Germanic) regions of Italy
during the sixth and seventh centuries, from the eleventh through early thirteenth
centuries Arabic influences impacted the New Greek style in Germany and England,
while in Lombardy it remained pure and unmixed. See Stieglitz, Von altdeutscher
Baukunst, 9 and 31.
310
“...Der lombardische Stil… zeichne sich durch ‘tüchtigere Konstruktion und Technik’
aus, und es scheine, daß ‚durch dieses lombardische Mittelglied hauptsächlich die
byzantinische Bauart den Abendländern zugeführt ward.’” Buttlar, quoting Klenze,
Anweisung zur Architectur des christlichen Cultus, 2nd ed. (Munich, 1834), 13, in Leo von
Klenze. Leben – Werk – Vision, 241.]
311
On San Carlo dei Lombardi/San Michele in Florence and San Zeno in Verona see
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 42 and 43, n. 1. As evidence,
Haltrich notes not only citations from the facades of these churches in the façade finally
approved for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, but also the measured drawings of these
churches preserved in Klenze’s papers at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek (H.S.
Klenzeana XI, 12/20). As for St. Michaels, Haltrich notes “handelt es sich um die heute
S. Carlo dei Lombardi benannte Kirche in der Via de Calzaiuoli gegenüber
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In its overall organization, the Allerheiligenhofkapelle’s façade suggests that of
San Zeno in general outline and in the nearly identical rose window – a 12-petal rosette
around an open center ring, which though simple, seems otherwise rarely or never to have
been used in surviving Lombard churches [fig. 3.7]. The corbel table, with its stilted
arches, is also similar to that of San Carlo dei Lombardi (previously known as San
Michele), though the profiled rather than flat corbels give Klenze’s version a more
finished look [fig. 3.8 and fig. 3.6 b]. At least as distinctive, however, are the similarities
between the portal at San Carlo dei Lombardi and Klenze’s. They are framed by pilasters
and engaged columns, respectively, with Composite capitals, and surmounted by pilasters
flanking a tympanum under a crocketed gable that projects over the doorway. To his
portal Klenze added relief sculpture in the tympanum and freestanding figures atop the
pilasters; and he gave the tympanum a rounded (i.e., Byzantine) rather than a pointed
arch. These features are found in other Lombard facades, for instance, that of the abbey
church of S. Pietro in Vildobone (just southeast of Milan) [fig. 3.9 a-b].312 Klenze
inserted a rosette bracketed by what would today be considered Gothic cusped spandrels
into the space in between the pointed gable and the round-arched tympanum below it.
Whether in his use of Lombard motifs Klenze intended a reference to the role of
Frederick Barbarossa and other Holy Roman Emperors as rulers of Lombardy, or to
Lombardy’s Germanic heritage more broadly, is unclear.313 Klenze does appear to have

Orsanmichele” (p. 43, n. 1). See also Zimmermann, “Allerheiligenhofkirche in der
Residenz, München,” 218, esp. n. 10.
312
As noted in Buttlar, Leo von Klenze. Leben – Werk – Vision, 241, where Buttlar also
notes that S. Bassiano in Lodi Vecchio also has a round-arched tympanum (though
containing no figural sculpture).
313
The reference to Frederick Barbarossa has been suggested in Zimmermann,
“Allerheiligenhofkirche in der Residenz, München,” 218.
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integrated or interpreted elements from a number of other buildings from the region as
well, resulting in a unique composition that still looks essentially Lombard. Most
prominent are the features Klenze incorporated from the façade of the Cathedral of
Piacenza (since the fall of Napoleon part of Habsburg Italy).314 These include the
columnar wall buttresses and the horizontal molding at Piacenza that links them [fig. 3.10
a-b]. The interruption of the molding’s horizontal course by the window, which the
molding curves up and over, and its seemingly arbitrary relationship to the engaged
columns, is more prominent at Piacenza than in other Lombard facades (e.g., the molding
that curves under the rose at San Zeno, supported by both corbel table and lesenes).
Piacenza’s engaged columns, while likewise typical of Lombard buildings, are distinctive
in that they end where they cease to serve their internal structural function, without
visually supporting anything, unlike those at San Zeno or San Pietro at Vildobone, for
example, which, while serving the same internal structural function, also visually connect
with, and appear to support, the raking cornice. In Klenze’s version, however, the
pilasters really do support nothing, structurally or visually, and are as purely ornamental
as the molding that links them (which at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle extends up and over
the portal rather than up and over the rose window). As at Piacenza, at the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle these engaged columns establish the standard tripartite vertical
division of the façade. Why Klenze should have been so drawn to the unusual, visually
disconnected pilasters on Piacenza’s façade to express this division is difficult to say. If
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While apparently no drawings of Piacenza Cathedral survive among Klenze’s papers
(as they do for San Carlo dei Lombardi and San Zeno), and Zimmermann and Haltrich do
not discuss the resemblance, the features shared between the two buildings suggest to me
that Piacenza Cathedral served as Klenze’s model for the Allerheiligenhofkapelle façade.
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he was seeking, as has been argued, specific historical references within Lombardy,315
Piacenza would have been a curious reference since, as a member of the Lombard
League, it had fought against, not with, the great German heroes Frederick I Barbarossa
and Frederick II.
Rather than a reference to Germany, perhaps a reference to the Crusades was
intended, as it was at the Council of Piacenza in 1095 that the first Crusade was launched.
Or perhaps Klenze saw in Piacenza a unique example of Lombard architecture in its
transition from Byzantine to the style of the Italian rebirth of antiquity, and thus an
illustration, with the cathedral, leaning tower, and campo santo in Pisa, the baptistery in
Parma, and Orsanmichele and the Loggia dei Lanzi in Florence, of his thesis that this
rebirth had transformed the Byzantine style (not the Romantic, i.e., the Gothic) into great
architecture.316 Whether or not to express such historical programs, Klenze abandoned
Lombard references when he capped his façade with crocket articulation. These crockets
consist of S-scrolls lavishly carved on their sides so as to emphasize the plane they share
with the rest of the façade; their rolled-in ends, those closer to the top of the gable
forming large roundels, are likewise oriented to the façade plane and present themselves
as static, not generating a sense of motion as do Gothic-style crockets, possibly in order
to look more Byzantine. Also appearing Gothic to modern eyes, but likely interpreted as
Byzantine by Klenze, are the aedicules on the steps of the façade as well as atop the

315

See n. 106, above.
“Aber wie gesagt, waren es nicht diese [romantische] Bauten, worauf die sogenannte
Wiedergeburt der Künste in Italien sich gründete, sondern diese folgte unmittelbar auf die
Gebäude, welche aus dem byzantinischen Style ervorgingen, und wovon uns z.B. der
Dom, das camp Santo, und der hängende Thurm in Pisa; der Dom und das schöne
Baptisterium zu Parma; das Oratorium von Orsanmichele und die Loggia dei Lanzi in
Florenz, die schönsten Muster darbieten.” Klenze, Anweisung zur Architectur, 16.
316
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buttresses along the sides of the chapel: these echo the similarly numerous Gothic
aedicules that crown San Marco [fig. 2.3 c], Klenze’s model for the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle interior, in a simplified form not unlike that found flanking the
tympanum at San Pietro in Vildobone [fig. 3.9 b].
Whatever Klenze’s intentions, Ludwig continued to demand alterations. He
wanted the windows along the sides to resemble those he had admired at the Cathedral of
Trieste: Klenze seems to have decided not to argue the point, reasoning somewhat
resignedly, “because in the pure Byzantine style window dressings of all types are found,
the very narrow as well as the very wide, there is no difficulty in forming those of the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle according to Your Majesty’s wishes and taste.”317 Through
Ludwig’s strenuous objections to a fifteenth-century Italian style and Klenze’s equally
strenuous objections to mixing styles (as at the Palatine Chapel), the final design of the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle was in what both took to be the true Byzantine style [figs. 3.6 ac; e-h].
At Ludwig’s insistence, Klenze’s plans were reviewed by a committee of the
Munich Academy of Art, headed by the professor for architecture, Friedrich von
Gärtner.318 Gärtner was required to give his responses in written form with drawings
illustrating his points.319 He reserved his harshest criticisms for the façade, which “was
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“… da sich im rein byzantinischen Stil Fensterumgebungen aller Art, sowohl sehr
schmale als sehr breite, finden, so hat es gar keinen Anstand, die der
Allerheiligenhofcapelle nach I.M. Wunsch und Geschmack zu formen.” Haltrich, Leo von
Klenze: Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 39.
318
The other members were Peter Cornelius, head of the academy as well as of the
painting department, Ludwig Schorn, editor of the Art Paper (Kunstblatt) and Johann
Nepomuk Ringseis, Ludwig’s doctor and long-time advisor (Haltrich, Leo von Klenze:
Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 19).
319
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 18-19 and 39.
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about three hundred years younger than the interior and in reference to aesthetic
appearance so bad, that it is really inconceivable that a man of so much learning and
talent can make something so absurd.”320 It is noteworthy that Gärtner specifically
objected to the project as not depicting a unified historical moment. Given that the
chronological development of the Byzantine style (however defined) had received next to
no scholarly attention, it is Gärtner’s desire for such unity despite a dearth of scholarship
that might now be considered anachronistic. As will be seen in Chapter Five, Gärtner was
less concerned to produce historical verisimilitude when designing his own Byzantinestyle building – despite Klenze’s attempts to push him towards a specific historical
model. The production of historically accurate renditions of styles appears to have been
something that each felt the other should master while, for himself, the spirit of the style
would suffice.

9. Heß’s, Schraudolf’s and Schwarzmann’s Byzantine Revival Frescoes
Ludwig accepted Klenze’s façade despite Gärtner’s objections. In the meantime,
another complication had arisen: Klenze, who had traveled to Venice in early summer,
1826, to secure what seemed the best mosaicists for the chapel, had determined that their
work would prove too costly and unreliable.321 Klenze proposed covering the interior
with frescoes instead. For this job Klenze recommended Heinrich Maria Heß, who had
assisted Cornelius with the Glyptothek frescoes; in turn Cornelius, as head of the
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“Das Äußere war um 300 Jahre jünger als das Innere und in Beziehung auf
ästhetisches Gesicht so schlecht, daß es wirklich unbegreiflich ist, daß ein Mann von so
viel Kenntnissen und Talent so etwas absurdes machen kann.” Haltrich, Leo von Klenze:
Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 19; see also 39.
321
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 58-59.
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academy, had just proposed Heß for a professorship in painting.322 According to Klenze’s
account, at first Ludwig rejected the suggestion of Heß: “No, no not him, he would not do
what I want done. Don’t you know of another, a really stiff fellow (mimicking poses in
Byzantine caricatures) – that is needed here! He will know how to elicit the effect that the
chapel at Palermo made on me on Christmas Eve.”323 But Klenze, apparently not
charmed by Ludwig’s attempt at humor, persevered, and seems to have won his case by
the following summer.324 Gärtner suggested using tiles prepared at Nymphenburg, where
he was in charge of the porcelain works, to create a gold background for the frescoes that
would produce a mosaic-like effect.325 Klenze proposed an alternative, which involved
creating a similar effect by surrounding frescoes with a background of gold leaf: it was
this solution that was finally carried out. Heß, who had trained in a classicizing style in
Bavaria before adopting the style of the Brotherhood of St. Luke and studying in Rome,
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Heß had studied under the Classicist Langer at the Munich Academy before turning
towards the ideals of the Lukasbund and leaving for Rome on a scholarship (1821-26); he
had followed the Lukasbund’s direction but never a member. Haltrich, Leo von Klenze.
Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 60 and 73-75, citing Herbert von Einem, Deuteche Malerei
des Klassizismus und der Romantik, 1760-1840 (Munich: 1978), 181ff.
323
“Nein nein nicht den, der würde, was ich will nicht machen. Wißen Sie denn nicht
einen anderen, so einen recht steifen Patron (indem er wie jener Stellungen der
byzantinischen Kunstzerrbilder nachahmte) – das ist hier nöthig! Der wird die Wirkung
wieder hervorzubringen wißen, welche mir die Kapelle von Palermo in der Christnacht
machte.” Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 60, citing the
Handschriftenabteilung der bayerischen Staatsbibliothek, Klenzeana Memorabilien, v. 2,
p. 22 ff.
324
According to Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 61, Heß did not
officially receive the contract until Jan. 20th, 1829, but apparently the commission was
established at least a year and a half earlier. Sulpiz Boisserée, in his diary entry for Aug.
23rd, 1827, learned on that date in a conversation with Cornelius that Heß was receiving
the commission; on Feb. 27th, 1828, Boisserée visited Heß to see his progress on the
cartoons. See Boisserée, Tagebücher, 1808-1854, v. 2, 202 and 274.
325
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 60-61.
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seemed to have provided just the right balance to be able to satisfy Ludwig without
upsetting Klenze’s own aspirations for muting the Byzantine aspects of the interior.
Until Heß was brought in, Klenze seems to have been responsible for all aspects
of the church, including the designs for the interior walls (to be carried out by
mosaicists). Ludwig did not require the inclusion of any specifically Byzantine or related
(“Saracen”) figural or decorative elements (beyond a gold background) in the church’s
decoration, probably because he did not have any meaningful knowledge of them.
Klenze’s 1826 proposals for the longitudinal interior elevation and choir end of the
building demonstrate that despite his disparaging remarks, he nevertheless made a strong
attempt to include such elements [fig. 3.6 f-1 and f-2]. While it is not clear to what
degree Klenze differentiated among the ornaments in his design, they are certainly in
keeping with the mixing of Byzantine and Islamic elements at the Palatine Chapel [fig.
3.3 c-e].
Based on his and Ludwig’s understanding of Byzantine mosaic figures as rigid
and expressionless, Klenze restricted the program to individual saints – if these were part
of an overall iconographic program, this remains unclear. Enthroned in the apse of the
choir beneath Christ Pantocrator sits an ideal Christian king (St. Louis?) [fig. 3.6 f-2].326
The king is flanked by pairs of unidentified male saints, of whom the two closest (one
tonsured, wearing a mantle; the other with a thick head of hair and beard in a robe with
an intersecting geometric pattern below the waist) appear to directly address him while
holding out documents for him to examine.327 Two smaller standing figures of sainted
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This figure is generally read as St. Louis. See, e.g., Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,”
385.
327
Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,” 385.
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kings flank the apse, labeled with illegible inscriptions; beyond them, unlabeled, stand
another sainted monk in what looks like a Franciscan habit and a saint wearing a white
hooded scapular over a dark tunic and holding a cross before him.
The depiction of a king at the center of the apse, whether or not specifically read
as St. Louis, is somewhat at odds with the inscription Klenze placed over the apse, from
Matthew 16:18: “you are Peter and on this rock I will build my church.”328 Peter does not
appear to be depicted anywhere. Perhaps rather than a reference to Peter per se, this
inscription may be read as a reference to the doctrine of Petrine supremacy, on which is
founded the Catholic doctrine that the Bishop of Rome is the rightful head of the Church.
While this seems an odd point to emphasize in the apse of a Byzantine revival chapel, it
underlines the purpose of the building as a declaration of Ludwig’s restoration of the
Catholic Church in Bavaria. On the other hand, Klenze seems to have taken the symbols
of the evangelists that flank the Pantocrator –today more strongly associated with the
Latin West — to be essentially Byzantine, as he labeled them with inscriptions that seem
to be in Greek like all the others (though in the upper register of the apse, only the IX XC
flanking the Pantocrator is clearly legible).
When Heß was given responsibility for re-designing everything above the gallery
level, Klenze’s visual quotations from the Palatine Chapel remained in place for the
ground level, but the Greek inscriptions were entirely replaced by Latin ones provided by
the court chaplain Michael Hauber.329 Heß delegated much of his design work, according
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In addition to a couple of spelling mistakes, etc., Klenze’s version, which begins “
” rather than “
,” appears to have been contaminated by Latin. I thank Catherine
Conybeare and Richard Hamilton for their assessments of Klenze’s text.
329
Hofprediger Hauber was erzbischöflicher geistlicher Rat und Synodalexaminator.
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 62 and n. 27. On the division of
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to Klenze, to his student from the Munich Academy, Johann Schraudolf (1808-79).330
The ornamental painting was delegated entirely to Joseph Anton Schwarzmann (1806-90)
who, however, conferred with both Heß and Klenze before executing his designs.331
Heß and Schraudolph, neither of whom had seen the Palatine Chapel in Palermo,
proved less interested in wrestling with Byzantine style, layout, figures or ideas than had
Klenze [fig. 3.6 g-h]. The style to which Heß and Schraudolf aspired was not the strongly
Byzantinizing style that Cimabue had learned from his teachers, that is, the style of
thirteenth-century Italy called the maniera greca since Vasari derided it in the sixteenth
century. Rather, they looked to the perfection and end of the Greek style that was the start
of the Italian style, which Vasari had attributed to Cimabue himself and his successors.
Fra Angelico (ca. 1400-55) and his contemporaries appear to have been among the artists
on whom Heß and Schraudolf based their versions of this later style.332 To reference the
maniera greca, as per Ludwig’s wishes, they incorporated the gilt backgrounds of the
thirteenth century although these were no longer common by the fifteenth. The somewhat
saccharine quality of Heß’s and Schraudolph’s interpretations of their fifteenth-century

responsibility for the design of the interior between Heß and Klenze see also Hildebrand,
“Werkverzeichnis,” 385.
330
Four additional assistants helped Heß and Schraudolf carry out the fresco painting,
though Klenze noted Heß’s tendency to give himself exclusive credit for all aspects of the
painting project. Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 60, 62-3, 75 and
102.
331
Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 62 and 102.
332
As noted by Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 73. Among the
specific works by Fra Angelico which suggest this association are the Transfiguration
(1438-45) at the Monastery of San Marco, Florence, where the figure of Christ with his
white robes and outstretched arms provides a more intense version of the Christ in the
apse at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, and the San Marco Altarpiece (ca. 1438-40), in the
museum of San Marco, where the Virgin and Child enthroned against a patterned cloth
suggest a more dynamic version of the same scene in the soffit of the central transverse
arch at the Allerheiligenhofkapelle.
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models made for a particularly stark contrast between the figures and the fields of gold
against which they were set.333 Despite Ludwig’s initial reservations concerning Heß,
however, when all was completed this combination turned out to delight Ludwig as much
as anyone else. Heß was Ludwig’s Raphael.334
Schwarzmann’s ornamental program likewise expressed a fifteenth-century
Italian character, as illustrated by the floral scrolls in the spandrels of the nave arcade.
That this included Islamic reticulate band patterns that incorporated acanthus scrolls does
not diminish its Italian character to modern eyes, but may have been understood by
Schwarzmann and Klenze as expressing the Byzantine basis of the Italian Rebirth of
Antiquity (e.g, framing the soffits of the barrel vaults in fig. 3.6 g-h). The ornament thus
literally and figuratively mediated between the acknowledged Italianate character of
Heß’s figures and the Byzantinizing character of Klenze’s architecture. Sulpiz Boisserée,
who had moved to Munich when Ludwig purchased his (Byzantine-German) paintings,
paid a visit to the Academy to see Heß’s preparatory sketches for the frescoes in 1828,
commenting: “The King has the church of Monreale in mind and wants everything in the
Byzantine style throughout on gold ground. In this respect he sets too narrow limits
while, on the other hand, in the choice of subjects he allows every freedom!”335 In
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As noted by Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 73.
Of Heß, Ludwig rhapsodized “Raphaelischer Zeit, würdiger Meister bist du,” in a
poem of 1847. Sabine Heym, “’Solch eine Schloßkapelle…’ Zu Bau und Ausstattung der
Allerheiligen-Hofkirche,” in Die Allerheiligen-Hofkirche der Münchener Residenz.
Geschichte – Zerstörung – Wiederaufbau, ed. Kurt Faltlhauser (Munich: Bayerisches
Staatsministerium der Finanzen, Presse- und Öffentlichkeitsarbeit, [2003]), 22.
335
“In der Academie. Heß Entwürfe zu den Malereien der neuen Schloß-Capelle Der
König hat die Kirche von Monreale im Sinne will alles im byzantinischen Stil durchaus
auf Gold-Grund. In der Hinsicht setzt er zu enge Schranken und in der Wahl der
Gegenstände läßt er hingegen alle Freiheit!“ Sulpiz Boisserée, Tagebücher, 1808-1854, v.
2, 274, entry for Feb. 27th, 1828.
334
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discussing the frescoes with Heß, Ludwig appears to have shifted his desired stylistic
model from the Palatine Chapel to Monreale Cathedral, although, as will be seen, Heß
did not embrace this model. As for Boisserée’s comment on the subject matter, it is worth
noting that he was close to Cornelius and the other members of a Munich circle in the late
1820s, known by its opponents as the “Congregation,” which espoused a conservative
Catholic revival.336 Whether or not Boisserée objected to Heß limiting the specifically
Catholic aspects of the “All Saints” theme to the point of near confessional neutrality
nevertheless remains unclear.
To judge from the images of the frescoes made before their destruction, Heß’s
figures, while set on a gold background, were depicted as fully and comfortably present
in colorfully-clothed, perspectivally-rendered bodies, while being given plenty of room
on the spatially ambiguous field of gold, never challenging its ability to contain them [fig.
3.6 g-h]. To anchor his figures Heß used a range of devices to counteract the
indeterminacy of the gold ground. These included depicting figures as if seated on
architectural elements such as arches and pendentives; framing the gold area behind the
figures as if it formed a sort of enlarged halo; and inserting smaller framed scenes onto
the gold ground as if they were pictures nailed to a wall. Heß’s colors were bright and,
while the figures were impressively large, they were not massed so as to overwhelm. Heß
understood the Byzantine style in terms of sensuality and exoticism, that is, Byzantine
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Boisserée was close to most of the members of this group: in addition to Cornelius, its
two central figures, Joseph Görres, whom Ludwig had appointed to a professorship in
history at the University of Munich in 1826, and Johan Nepomuk Ringseis, Ludwig’s
personal physician. See the discussion in Jon Vanden Heuvel, A German Life in the Age
of Revolution: Joseph Görres, 1776-1848 (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of
America Press, 2001), 293-303.
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imagery for Heß implied a paradisiacal place and time somewhere in the beyond. The
Allerheiligenhofkapelle was to transport one there.
His subjects included the main personages of the Old and New Testaments as well
as the Church fathers, interspersed with key Old and New Testament narratives and
personifications of Christian virtues and sacraments.337 Court Chaplain Hauber’s Biblical
inscriptions in Latin appear to have suggested some elements of this program, though not
all of it.338 In the narthex Heß depicted patrons of the arts and sciences united with
religion; of these, all were Biblical figures except St. Cecilia (music) and Pope Gregory
the Great (theology). Curiously, there seems to have been no accent placed on the
dedication to All Saints, although the many individual figures conformed to Ludwig’s
and Klenze’s notion that Byzantine church decoration consisted primarily of icons.
Traditional Bavarian saints or saintly groups, such as the Fourteen Helpers of Those in
Need, were not included. Possibly the focus on Biblical figures, the sacraments, fathers of
the Church, and Christian virtues was designed to express the chapel’s Byzantine theme
in that Byzantine Christianity was admired as a modern manifestation of the early Church
rather than as an independent confession. Since the Biblical and Patristic emphasis was as
accessible to Protestants as to Catholics, the resulting iconographic program at “All
Saints’” was surprisingly ecumenical. The image in the apse of the Virgin Mary
enthroned in a blue robe (between Peter and Paul, Moses and Elijah and beneath the
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Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 66-72.
For Hauber’s inscriptions (translated into German) see Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die
Allerheiligenhofkirche, 66-72.
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Trinity) did provide a specifically Catholic focal point that was also given a local
inflection insofar as she was interpreted as the Patrona Bavariae.339

10. Reception of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle
When set in the architectural space Klenze had provided, the overall effect of the
paintings proved fully satisfying not only to Ludwig but to most of his contemporaries,
and was widely acclaimed in the leading (and generally Protestant) art journals of the day
– specifically because Heß had not copied the Byzantine style (though perhaps the
ecumenism of the fresco program also came into play). Franz Kugler, for instance, wrote
approvingly that “antiquated motifs are… only taken up in particular instances, there is
nothing of the servile imitation of the manner of depiction of an earlier time.”340 M.
Gessert’s review, meanwhile, praised Heß specifically for avoiding the pitfalls of the
Byzantine style:
In formal observation, however, the artistic requirements of the present permit
neither in the sculptural parts nor the painting an unconditional repetition of the
Byzantine tradition with all its faults and severities, but rather that purification
and ennoblement of the same seems here in place, which in a free adoption of
ancient motifs stands best to achieve.341
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Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 71.
“altertümliche Motive sind … nur im Einzelnen aufgenommen, nichts von
knechtischer Nachahmung der Darstellungsweise einer früheren Zeit,” Kugler, Kleine
Schriften über neuere Kunst und deren Angelegeneiten, vol. 3 of Kleine Schriften und
Studien zur Kunstgeschichte (Stuttgart: Ebner und Seubert, 1854), 547.
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“In förmlichem Anbetracht dagegen gestatteten die künstlerischen Anforderungen der
Gegenwart weder bei den plastischen Theilen noch den Malereien eine unbedingte
Wiederholung der byzantinischen Überlieferung mit allen ihren Mängeln und Härten,
vielmehr schien hier jene Reinigung und Veredelung derselben am Ort, welche in einem
freien Eingehen auf antike Motive am besten zu erzwecken stand.” M. Gessert,
Schornsches Kunstblatt no. 90 (1839): 359, quoted in Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die
Allerheiligenhofkirche, 73-74, esp. n. 3.
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In successfully mediating between the desires of Ludwig for imitation in the service of
historicizing evocation and of Klenze for imitation based on accepted principles and
ideals, Heß had struck a chord that turned out to have wide appeal. Klenze’s adaptation of
San Marco’s ground plan for the chapel rather than that of the Palatine Chapel made
Heß’s work easier, as its series of domes (particularly once they were covered in gold)
already provided Ludwig and others with an exotic, Eastern Byzantine spatial experience
that transported them beyond the familiar German-Byzantine context no matter what the
imagery. In 1839, having returned to Sicily, Ludwig wrote to Klenze: “The Cathedral of
Monreale… didn’t please me any more, as I have become accustomed to the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle splendidly built by you and ornamented with frescoes by
Heß.”342 Ludwig had not yet returned to the nearby Palatine Chapel, which he wrote of
on the following day with a greater sense of nostalgia, stating how much he still admired
its mosaics and that he still regretted that it had proved too costly to copy them in
Munich, despite his evident admiration for Heß’s frescoes.343
Of the Palatine Chapel in Palermo, the only traces that remained were the floor
and wall surfaces designed by Klenze, that is, those extending to the parapets of the
galleries. These varied little from Klenze’s original proposal (which had still assumed the
use of mosaics above the gallery level) [fig. 3.6 f-1 and f-2]. The colored marble
342

“Der Dom von Monreale … gefiel mir nicht mehr, gewöhnt an die herrliche von Ihnen
gebaute und von Heß mit Fresken gezierte Allerhiligenhofcapelle.” Haltrich, Leo von
Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 97, citing H.S. Klenzeana XIV, 1, letter from Ludwig
to Klenze written in Palermo and dated March 19th, 1839.
343
“…die Kapelle im königlichen Palaste [in Palermo] machte auf mich einen großen
Eindruck, mit ihrem durchgeführten prachtvollen Mosaik. Ich hatte auch solches
gewünscht. Sie [Klenze] aber machten die freylich sehr gegründete Einwendung, daß sie
gar kostspielig wären.” Quoted in Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche,
97, citing H.S. Klenzeana XIV, 1, letter from Ludwig to Klenze written in Palermo and
dated March 20th, 1839.
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pavement and gallery parapets were ornamented with a South Italian kind of quincunx
derived from Byzantium and related patterns not unlike those at the Palatine Chapel [fig.
3.6 e-g and 3.3 d-e].344 The faux-marble dado paneling and wainscoting friezes likewise
drew on the Palatine Chapel’s example. Yet while the friezes were modeled fairly closely
on what some scholars have dubbed the “lotus lancéolé” pattern found in the Palatine
Chapel, Klenze intentionally or unintentionally omitted the reciprocating aspect of the
pattern, which is what most characterizes this type of ornament not only in the Palatine
Chapel but in the Islamic tradition from which it comes [fig. 3.3 f-1 and f-2].345 Klenze’s
designs retained a distinction between foreground and background and were more strictly
symmetrical and simpler than those at Palermo, as is particularly evident in the nave
pavement which, following the Palatine Chapel’s example, he organized into three large
rectilinear fields. At the same time, he replaced the prominent use of red in the Palermo
pavement with yellow, thus associating the floor of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle more
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Noted in Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die Allerheiligenhofkirche, 77.
The term “lotus lancéolé” for the wainscoting frieze is used by Tronzo, The Cultures
of His Kingdom, 38, following Emile Bertaux, L’Art dans l’Italie méridionale (Paris: A.
Fontemoing, 1904), 502. Tronzo (46) notes the scholars, including Bertaux, who have
attributed Islamic origins this motif, while countering that it occurs in the Byzantine
tradition as well. Tronzo’s Byzantine example (his fig. 35), however, is further from the
versions found in the Palatine Chapel, Mamluk Egypt (1260-1517), and elsewhere in the
Islamic world not only in general outline but also in omitting, like Klenze’s version, the
motif’s reciprocal character. Whether intentionally or not, one might argue on this basis
that while the Palatine Chapel’s version remains true to Islamic tradition, for the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle Klenze re-interpreted the motif in a Byzantinizing manner.
Reciprocating patterns of the type found in the Palatine Chapel’s “lotus lanceolé” friezes,
which form surface decoration that eliminates the distinction between background and
foreground, “remained in vogue in the Islamic world up to about the fourteenth century,”
and “ultimately derive from textiles,” the earliest such example dating between 945
and1055. See Eva Baer, “Change and Counterchange,” in Islamic Ornament (New York:
New York University Press, 1998), 79-80.
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closely with the gold background of the fresco program above. The result provided a bold
counterpoint to the two domes above.
Ludwig was delighted by the overall result. His program—to balance the
classical, pagan Glyptothek with a Byzantine church – had been fulfilled, and details such
as the faithfulness of the artists to the Palatine Chapel appear to have been ancillary to
that goal. As the first new church building in Bavaria since secularization, the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle had a particularly strong impact on fresco painters and their
efforts to reconcile Ludwig’s professed strict historicism with contemporary taste. Not
only Heß but also his primary assistant, Johann Schraudolph, and the painter responsible
for the ornament, Joseph Schwarzmann, found themselves employed in further
monumental fresco projects for Ludwig for much of the remainder of their careers.346 The
Allerheiligenhofkapelle unfortunately remains the shell which survived aerial bombing
during World War II, and although it has been stabilized and renovated to the extent that
it is a usable and austerely beautiful space, it offers only a limited sense of the original
interior appearance. It is difficult to recognize as the first Byzantine revival building of
more than regional significance.347 It was also one of the few major court chapels of the
nineteenth century.348 That Ludwig’s idea came to fruition (despite the endless
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Heß had four other assistants in addition to Schraudolf. Haltrich, Leo von Klenze. Die
Allerheiligenhofkirche, 62 and 102.
347
In 1823 a stylistic shift is apparent in work of the Koblenz architect Johann Claudius
von Lassaulx (with his design for a parish church in Valwig, on the Mosel, constructed
1824-27) that, despite lack of written documentation, was apparently intended as a turn
from Gothic to the German-Byzantine style, which slightly predates Ludwig’s assertion
of a plan to have a Palatine Chapel built for him in Munich. Lassaulx later took specific
inspiration from the Byzantine revival style developed under Ludwig. See Chapter Four
for further discussion and references.
348
On the place of Klenze’s Allerheiligenhofkapelle as one of the few notable palace
chapels of the nineteenth century and reflective of eighteenth-century rather than
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negotiations with Klenze, including modifications he demanded) reflects both Ludwig’s
determination and the degree to which the chapel spoke to Ludwig’s larger purposes.
Ludwig equated Byzantium with the early Church, but for Ludwig this church was
specifically Catholic.

11. Klenze’s Model Byzantine Church: SS. Michael and John the Baptist, Eltmann
Perhaps it was his struggles with Ludwig that inspired Klenze to propose his own
Byzantine projects: the design of SS. Michael and John the Bapist (St. Michael und
Johannes der Täufer), a Catholic church in Eltmann, Franconia, and the renovation of St.
Salvator (the Salvatorkirche) in Donaustauf, outside Regensburg. Klenze designed the
church in Eltmann as a model for other Byzantine-style provincial churches, while he
renovated that in Donaustauf to illustrate his understanding of the transfer of Greek
culture into German lands. Both projects occurred almost simultaneously. Klenze took
over the planning of Sts. Michael and John the Baptist in 1830 from Franz Joseph
Schierlinger, head of the district planning and construction department (Regierungs- und
Kreisbaurath), who had already provided a classicizing design complete with hexastyle
Doric entrance façade.349 In the process, Klenze overstepped the architect in whose

nineteenth-century palace design, see Haltrich, Leo von Klenze: Die
Allerheiligenhofkirche, v, 10 and 95.
349
Hildebrand, cat. 141 “Werkverzeichnis,” 421-22, describes Schierlinger as the
Bamberger Bezirksingenieur, a position Schierlinger had held in 1829 when appointed to
oversee Friedrich Karl Rupprecht’s renovations at Bamberg Cathedral (as discussed in
Chapter Four), but he seems to have later been promoted, as Max Joseph Schleiß, FestRede bei der feyerlichen Einweihung der neu erbauten Kirche zu Eltmann am 29.
September 1838 durch den hochwürdigsten Herrn Bischof Friedrich von Gross zu
Würzburg (Würzburg: Commerzien-Assessor Bonitas sel. Witwe, 1838; facsimile reprint,
Eltmann: Kath. Pfarramt, 1988), 10, describes Schierlinger as Herr Regierungs- und
Kreisbaurath. On St. Michael and John the Baptist in Eltmann see also Gabriele Schickel,
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purview all buildings in the Lower Main district (Untermainkreis) technically fell.350
(This architect was Johann Gottfried Gutensohn, who in 1841 would be the first to
publish a building as Renaissance revival in style, as discussed in Chapter One.351) At the
most fundamental level, Klenze was demonstrating his authority over other Bavarian
architects.
Klenze was also demonstrating his authority to define architectural styles. That
Klenze should have rejected Schierlinger’s design outright in favor of a Byzantinizing
one seems surprising, given Klenze’s avowed preference for the classical Greek style for
churches, and indicates the pressure on Klenze to master the continually evolving views
of his patron. Approved by Ludwig to exemplify the Byzantine revival style for the
region, Klenze’s design would make Sts. Michael and John the Baptist among the most
lavish and expensive of Franconian churches.352 Due to financial considerations, the
building was not begun until 1835; it was completed in 1838. The most striking stylistic
feature of the design was its façade, a reduced version of that only recently approved for
the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, which omitted the gable over the tympanum, the engaged
columns flanking the portal, and the crocket articulation, and which massed together the
round-arched windows in a triple arcade at the gallery level, between the stepped molding
and rose window [fig. 3.11].

“Typesierung und Stilwahl im Sakralbau,” in Nerdinger, Romantik und Restauration, 6465; and Schickel, cat. 57, “”Katholische Kirche, Eltmann, 1823-1838,” in Nerdinger,
Romantik und Restauration, 287. Schierlinger’s unexecuted plan, in the Bayerische
Hauptstaatsarchiv, Abgabe Oberste Baubehörde, is illustrated in Hildebrand, fig. 141.1
and Schickel fig. 57.1. Hildebrand describes the church as still substantially as built under
Klenze.
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Hildebrand, cat. 141 “Werkverzeichnis,” 421-22.
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Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,” 421-22,
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Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,” 421.
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Klenze’s basic plan for the interior, however, bore no relationship to the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle’s domed pier-and-vault construction. In the Eltmann plan, a
narthex with a gallery above it opens onto a nave with no aisles, ending in a single,
rounded apse. Klenze’s omission of any suggestion of pier-and-vault construction, which
he had informed Ludwig was definitive of the Byzantine style as imported to San Marco
from Hagia Sophia, conforms with his personal interpretation of the style as imported via
a different route: from ancient Greece to medieval Germany and Lombardy via the
Pelasgians (thus sidestepping Constantinople). In 1829-31 Klenze had explored this
separate, basilican version of the Byzantine style with Friedrich Karl Rupprecht in the
course of Rupprecht’s renovations of Bamberg Cathedral, the seat of Eltmann’s
archbishop. Both Klenze and Rupprecht understood Bamberg Cathedral as an important
example of the German Byzantine style, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter Four.
(Schierlinger, as also noted in Chapter Four, had overseen Rupprecht’s renovation of
Bamberg, and it was he who closely supervised the intern in the district planning and
construction office who carried out the finishing details and furnishing of the interior of
Klenze’s Byzantine design for Eltmann.)353 Klenze’s understanding of the German
Byzantine style as more directly inherited from Greece than from Constantinople may
also be reflected in the accent on “New Greek” as equivalent to “Byzantine” in the
speech given at the church’s dedication.354 Klenze’s most explicit articulation of this
importation of the Byzantine style into Germany can be found, however, in his
renovation of St. Salvator, Donaustauf.
353

Schleiß, Fest-Rede bei der feyerlichen Einweihung der neu erbauten Kirche zu
Eltmann, 10-11.
354
Schleiß, Fest-Rede bei der feyerlichen Einweihung der neu erbauten Kirche zu
Eltmann, 11, also discussed in Hildebrand, “Werkverzeichnis,” 422.
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12. Klenze’s Western Byzantium: St. Salvator, Donaustauf
St. Salvator apparently dated to the late fourteenth century, but its exterior had
been renovated in the early seventeenth century in a style that, along with everything else
created in the wake of the rebuilding of St.Peter’s (i.e., from the sixteenth century until
the revival of a more rigorous classicism after the mid-eighteenth), was highly
objectionable to his eyes [fig. 3.12 a].355 To judge by a preparatory study of 1830, by that
date he already hoped to replace St. Salvator’s “Latin bonnet” (welsche Haube), that is,
its onion dome, with a pointed steeple.356 That replacing the onion dome with a pointed
steeple was Klenze’s idea of how to make the church more Byzantine reflects the degree
to which he had translated “Byzantine” not in terms of San Marco or the early Church,
but as way of cleansing the German architectural inheritance from any taint of seductive
Roman influence (whether classical or Catholic), while seeking to connect the rigorous
style of ancient Greece with that of early medieval Germany. St. Salvator was on the
Danube near the site of a major monument to German genius that he was building in the
classical Greek style, the Walhalla (1830-42). By 1839 at the latest Klenze planned a
more elaborate “restoration” of St. Salvator in the Byzantine style [fig. 3.12 b]. In
addition to an octagonal steeple, the church received smaller windows and, as its primary
ornament, corbel arcades below the eaves and below the string courses defining its upper
tower levels. These reflected Stieglitz’s assertion in History of Architecture from Earliest
355

Jörg Traeger, Der Weg nach Walhalla: Denkmallandschaft und Bildungsreise im 19.
Jahrhundert, 2nd ed. (Regensburg: Bernhard Bosse and Mittelbayerischen Zeitung, 1991),
pp. 90-92, figs. IXb, 60, 62a-b and figs. 138-39, and Annette Faber, “Restaurierung St.
Salvator bei Donaustauf, 1839-1842,” cat. no. 28 in Romantik und Restauration, ed.
Nerdinger, 197-98.
356
Traeger, Der Weg nach Walhalla, 91.
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Antiquity (1827) that the “nearly only and always repeated ornament on the exterior of
buildings, placed below the moldings” was a simple round-arch frieze, which was
…indisputably the invention of Byzantine artists because it never appears in
Roman art and thus the name New Greek or Byzantine ornament can be ascribed
to it. By the way it will be important for the history of art, because it is to be
recognized as a characteristic mark of the Byzantine style.357
The roof over the nave, which curved out to create wide eaves, was made crisply angular
and the eaves eliminated; the open porticoes leading to the side entrances through the
central western tower were given flat roofs capped by rounded merlons, and the two
smaller structures on the path to the church were redesigned to match them. The proposed
renovation of the mid-eighteenth-century interior never happened,358 but the exterior
transformation, with its emphasis on angularity relieved only by the corbel arcades and
round-arched windows, demonstrated, in Klenze’s eyes, the link between Classical Greek
rigor and the Byzantine architecture of Germany: a link which he apparently believed had
been more direct in Germany than in Byzantium itself, since (unlike at the
Allerheiligenhofkapelle) there was no trace of San Marco in Klenze’s Byzantine-style
renovation.359

357

„Die fast einzige und immer wiederholte Zierrath, am Aeußern der Gebäude unter
Simswerken angebracht, ist eine Reihe halbkreisrunder, mit einander verbundener,
kleiner Bogen; unstreitig eine Erfindung byzantinischer Künstler, da sie an Werken der
römischen Kunst nicht vorkommt, daher ihr der Name“ neugriechische, byzantinische
Verzierung, beigelegt werden kann. Uebrigens wird sie für die Geschichte der Kunst
bedeutend, da sie als ein charakteristisches Kennzeichen des byzantinischen Styles
anzuerkennen ist.“ Stieglitz, Geschichte der Baukunst vom frühesten Alterthume, 299.
358
The interior was renovated in 1746 so as to harmonize with the baroque style of the
exterior. Veit Loers, “Walhalla und Salvatorkirche. Romantische Architektur und
ästhetische Landschaft im Vormärz,” in Die Walhalla. Idee, Architektur, Landschaft, ed.
Jörg Traeger (Regensburg: Bernhard Bosse, 1979), 75.
359
Curiously even with regard to this most explicit instance of reifying the direct
transmission of ancient Greek culture via Byzantium to Germany in the form of what was
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In the same year in which he drew up this soon-to-be-realized vision of St.
Salvator as embodying the German medieval reception of the classical Greek inheritance
represented by the Walhalla, Klenze painted a view which dramatized the result [fig. 3.12
c]. In this work he underlined the strength of Germany’s connection to the Classical
world and specifically to that under Greek influence by inserting a farmhouse in a style
which he attributed to the Raetians – an indigenous people of the Alps who, according to
Pliny the Elder, had spoken a language related to Etruscan, and according to the latest
thinking of Klenze’s day, were in fact related precursors to the Etruscans. Barthold Georg
Niebhur, at the University of Berlin, had published the suggestion that in fact the
Etruscans had descended from Raetians who migrated to Etruria after the advent of an
influx of Pelasgians (i.e., the original inhabitants of Greece) had joined with them in the
Alps.360
Niebuhr’s thesis had attracted the particular interest not only of Klenze, but of
many Philhellenic Bavarians, as much of Bavaria had once been part of the Roman
province of Raetia.361 Drawing on Niebuhr, Stieglitz had further concluded in Geschichte
der Baukunst that the Etruscans, by way of the Raetians, were not only a Pelasgian
taken to be authentically ancient Greek and authentically German Byzantine architecture,
Annette Faber provides the standard explanation that what was meant by “Byzantine”
basically corresponds with the modern term “Romanesque.” This undermines Klenze’s
point and obfuscates the larger understanding of the German cultural inheritance of
Greece via Byzantium which had come to dominate the contemporary German
conception of the Middle Ages. See Faber, “Restaurierung St. Salvator bei Donaustauf,”
197 n. 3
360
See discussion and close-up of the farmhouse in Klenze’s painting in Traeger, Der
Weg nach Walhalla, 73-75.
361
Another example of the enthusiastic Bavarian reception of Niebuhr’s thesis was that
by Ludwig Steub, Ueber die Urbewohner Rátiens und ihren Zusammenhang mit den
Etruskern (Munich: Verlag der literarisch-artistischen Anstalt, 1843), who began his
study not only by citing the ancient sources but relating the excitement Niebuhr’s thesis
had generated.
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people but essentially Greek, and so brought Greek culture, including Greek architecture,
to the Romans, who degraded it as they did not understand true beauty.362 Inspired, it
would seem, by Stieglitz as well as by Niebuhr, with this farmhouse Klenze illustrated
that not only the Byzantine architecture of medieval Germany but the pre-Germanic,
Raetian architecture, and the southern German lands, had been integral to transfer of
Hellenic culture to the West. Much of Bavaria south of the Rhine had been part of the
Roman province that included Raetian lands and was named for the Raetians; while the
Walhalla and St. Salvator were situated on the north bank of the Rhine, this was evidently
close to enough to Raetia for Klenze’s purposes.
In the second edition of his Manual of Architecture for Christian Worship,
published in 1834, Klenze modified his approach to the Byzantine style. He announced
that it was in fact ready for a “Palingenesie,” that is, rebirth.363 Presumably he expected
the Palingenesie he announced in his manual to be revealed in his own Byzantine design
of the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, which had not yet opened to the public as the frescoes

362

Schnaase criticized Stieglitz sharply for associating the Etruscans more closely with
the Greeks than with the Romans. Schnaase argued that, while the Romans had initially
based their art on that of the Etruscans, it was the Romans who first adopted Greek forms
and brought them to Etruria. Schnaase, moreover, refused to accept the assessment of
Roman art and architecture as unlike the Greek in favoring display (Prachtliebe) without
a sense for beauty (Schönheitssinn), an assessment which Stieglitz had repeated almost
verbatim from Von altdeutscher Baukunst (1820), 21, and which echoed the wellestablished tendency to disparage the Romans as having degraded Greek forms. Schnaase
countered that Roman art and architecture expressed a different, but not inherently
inferior perspective, the development of which it was important to address as it expressed
the transition from the classical to the Christian spirit. Schnaase, review of Geschichte
der Baukunst, 257-58.
363
Buttlar, introduction to Klenze, Anweisung zur Architektur, 21, where Buttlar cites
Klenze, Anweisung zur Architektur, 2nd ed. (1834), 13.
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were still underway.364 Finding he actually could discover principles in Byzantine
architecture that made it imitable on his terms also no doubt was made easier by his
excitement that the Greek War of Independence, which he had long supported, had come
to an end. Greece (that is, principally, Attica and the Peloponnesus: much of what is now
Greece remained Ottoman at this time) was not only independent, but with the
appointment of Ludwig’s second son, Otto, as King of Greece, it was arguably in certain
respects a dependency of Bavaria (in addition to its explicit and complex dependency on
the three “Protecting Powers,” France, Russia and the United Kingdom, whose armies
and funds had assured the Greek victory following their intervention in the conflict
beginning in 1827).
Klenze’s public change of heart concerning the Byzantine style may also have
been a bid for further work in the field discussed in his Manual—whether in Munich or in
Greece. Despite the expertise he claimed in such matters (not least in the Manual itself),
Klenze had not received another significant church commission. Ludwig himself had
remained enthusiastic about the Allerheiligenhofkapelle, but instead of giving the next
Byzantine-style commission to Klenze—the commission for a major building along the
Ludwigsstraße to be named the Ludwigskirche—he had given it to Klenze’s rival,
Friedrich von Gärtner, the professor of architecture at the Munich Academy who had
judged Klenze’s Allerheiligenhofkapelle proposal so harshly. Shortly after the

364

Klenze’s moderation of his earlier condemnations of the Byzantine style may also
reflect his enthusiasm for new possibilities for commissions in Greece (which in fact he
received), following the end of the Greek War of Independence and the appointment of
Ludwig’s second son, Otto, to the new Greek throne (see discussion below). In July
through October of 1834 Klenze was able to visit Greece for the first time, though he
does not mention the buildings he saw there in the second edition of his Manual. Perhaps
final revisions, and even publication had been completed before his trip began.
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Allerheiligenhofkapelle was finally complete and the dedication ceremony had come and
gone,365 the frustrated Klenze seems to have revoked his notion of a Palingenesie for
Byzantine architecture. In his Aphoristic Notes Gathered on His Trip to Greece (1838),
Klenze returned to condemning the Byzantine style, and regretting its influence in the
West:
The wealth, luxury, and practice of art verging on the maniacal in the Byzantine
Empire contributed to the power and dominance of its manner of art, which it
spread over the entirety of Christian Europe, and maintained until the end of the
tenth century—then generally regarded as the end of the world—and with few
modifications even into the middle of the thirteenth.
Similarly, the disturbances of Iconoclasm helped this Byzantine art, in which the
classical elements disappeared to the same degree that a craftsman-like technique
took over, to gain entry into and spread throughout the West.
It was namely especially the art-practicing monks from the order of St. Basil who,
fleeing before the sword of the rough Isaurians, came into Italy and there were
received by the popes into new monasteries, which became just so many
workshops and propagandists for Byzantine art.366

365

The dedication ceremony took place on October 29, the Sunday before All Saints’
Day, 1837.
366
“Der Reichthum, Luxus, und eine bis zur Manie getriebene Kunstausübung im
byzantinische Reiche, trugen dazu bei, seiner Kunstart eine Macht und ein Uebergewicht
zu geben, welches sie über das ganze christliche Europa verbreitete, und bis zum
Schlusse des damals ganz allgemein als das Ende der Welt bezeichneten zehnten, und mit
geringen Modifikationen sogar bis in die Mitte des dreizehnten Jahrhunderts erhielt. //
Eben so trugen die Wirren des Ikonoklasmus dazu bei, dieser byzantinische Kunst, in
welcher die antiken Elemente in eben dem Grade verschwanden, als eine
handwerksmäßige Technik darin Ueberhand nahm in den Abendländern Eingang und
Ausbreitung zu verschaffen. // Es waren nemlich besonders die kunstübenden Mönche
vom Orden des heiligen Basilios, welche vor dem Schwerte des rohen Isauriers fliehend
nach Italien kamen, und dort von den Päbsten in neue Klöster aufgenommen wurden,
welche zu eben so vielen Werkstätten und Propaganden byzantinischer Kunst wurden....“
Leo von Klenze, Aphoristische Bemerkungen gesammelt auf seiner Reise nach
Griechenland (Berlin: G. Reimer, 1838), 317-8.
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